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ABSTRACT

Condominiums are a relatively new but increasingly important form of

horne ownership and a growing segment of the housing supply of urban areas

across North America. The objective of this research is to investigate

the spatial elements and other characteristics of this type of housing

and the nature of its owners in one Canadian clty, In/innipeg, Manitoba.

In addition to this primary objective, the thesis seeks to understand the

forces which have affected the popularj-ty of condominiums, their role in

the changing housing needs of the population, and the possible impli-

cations of the growth in condominium popularity with respect to the

cltyts housing supply and possible future government policy requirements.

A comparative method of analysis is employed. Specifically, data

on the number of condominiums, theír locations, and their rate of growth

are compared to similar information on other types of housing. Further-

more, demographic inforrnation and characteristics of ln/innipegs condo-

mlnium owners obtained through a survey conducted for this study are

considered in relation to the findings of an earlier tr{innipeg study and

national surveys conducted in Canada and the Unlted States.

The analysis shows that the number of condominiums has increased

steadily while other types of housing starts have been declining

dramatically. The condominium supply in l'/innipeg is dominated by con-

versions of rental propertíes ralher than newly constructed units.

Consequently, the locaticns of condominiums in \,/innipeg para11els the

locations of rental properties.
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Information gathered in the survey of condorninium owners shows that

Lhey are almost exclusively older couples whose children are now grown

and have left home. These older couples have sold their single family

homes ín order to buy smaller homes that require less maintenance,

while they retain the benefits of home ownershi-p. Comparison of this

survey with the findings of the other earlier surveys of condominium

owners exhibits a signlficant di-sparity. The majority of owners in the

other surveys were younger couples and households, just starting their

families and making their first home purchase.

The research has identified a major conflict between condominiums

and the cityrs housing supply. Condominium development is depleting the

rental housing supply in l^linnipeg. The rapid decline in apartment

vacancies and the imposition of rent controls are an acknowledgement

of a growing problem for residents who cannot afford or do not wish to

own their housing, and for the City government which must ensure an

adequate supply of affordable rental housing for its residents.

11t_
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CHAPTER I
CONTEXT OF THE STUDY

STATEME NT OF THE PROBLEM

Condorniniums are a relatlvely new concept of horne ownership in North

America and they have exhibited a dramatic rise in popularity and accept-

ance during the past decade. For example, as recently as 1970 there were

only 50 condominium projects operating in Canada and only one of these was

located in ln/innipeg. 
l 

By 1982, there were more than 50 projects operating

ín Winnip"g ulor,".2 There is no accurate accounting of the present number

of condominiums nationwide, although the Condominium Institute, a private

organtzaLion which represents condominium corporations across the country,

estimates the number of projects operatíng in Canada to be about 10,000.3

The growth of condominíums in the United States has been substantial

as well. From the inception of the concept in the United States in 1964

to the latest nationwide survey in 1975, the supply of condominium units

on the market has grown to 1.25 million units.4 The rate of condominium

entry onto the market there has also been accelerating over time. More

than 97 percent of the supply of Amerlcan units in existence by 1975

were developed after Ig7O.

A condominium does not refer to any particular style or type of home,

but can be an apartment, townhouse, detached or semi-detached house, or

any other type of building. By stri-ctest definition, no buí1ding ís

actually required to create a condominium, only something to which title

is held and that can be accurately divided into a number of tÍt1es of

ownership.

Condominium 1s the Latin term for joint ownership. In the modern

use of the term, joj-nt ownership of condominium housing means that a

1
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number of owners hold separate titles to portions of what was previously

a single property with a single title. Individual owners hold ful1 title

to a unit (an individual living space) and are jolnt ohlners, with shared

responsibility for and title to common elements. Common elements are

areas, facilities, and structures which are not exclusively part of one

unit, their use and benefits are shared by all of the otr,"r".6

It has been said that the housing industry is tradition bound and

that there has been 1itt1e research, particularly on the various types

of prívate development. 
T Fur studies have sought to explore the nature

and process of structural change in the standing stock of a cityrs
R

housing." This study of condominiums in i{innipeg seeks to address both

of these j-ssues, among others, during the perlod between I97I and 1982.

Its aim ís to provide an understanding of the geographic aspects of

condominiums in \,{innipeg and the changes in housing needs that have been

reflected in the energence of this new form of housing. The amount of

condominium activity, 1ts rate of growth, and the variety of condomínium

types that constitute ldinnipegts supply are examined, as are the demo-

graphic characteristics of condominium owner-occupants in the city, their

attitudes and perceptions about condominiuns as well as other forms of

housing.

Specific legislation has had to be adopted to 1ega1ly and practically

define all elements of condominiums and to establish guidelines for their

creation and operation. This thesis explores the spread of the

condominium concept and related legíslation to North America. The

details of Manitobats legislation are discussed, along with some of the

major benefits and problems associated wiLh this home ownership concept.
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The objective of this thesis is not only Lo analyze condominium

activiLy in Winnipeg but also to consider it within the context of the

Iarger system of housing and the cityrs growth. Therefore, condominium

development is compared with trends in population, households and other

forms of housing activity. The growth of condominiums relative to other

forms of housing, population and households, along with the nature of

condominium ov/ners and their housing needs are important to the varíous

1eve1s of government. This information may help in the formulation of

future policies dealing with condominiums, other housing and social

services.

One element that is not considered in great detail is the financial

aspect of this form of housing. A direct comparison of prlces and costs

among condominiums or between them and other forms of home ownership

is difficult because no two condominium projects are exactly the same.

Moreover, the variety of condominium styles, locations, sizes, and

recreational or social facilities offered are unlike those of

traditional single family homes. Additionally, the economic recession

of the early 1980s in North America prompted interest rates to more

than double in the space of a year. Mortgage rates rvere driven up and

the prices of all housing were artifically inflated. Because of that,

housing and condominium prices rose dramatically over the study period

to leve1s that were a temporary abberation rather than a reflection

of the forces of supply and dernand.



REVI EW OF LITERATURE

Housing research in North America has sought to describe patterns

and types of housíng activity and to predict future development.

Furthermore, researchers have attempted to illustrate the forces which

have generated these trends. Some of the most influential authors and

their ideas about North American housing are díscussed be1ow.

Patterns of Residential Land Use

The work of people such as Burgess, Hoyt, Harris and U11man sought

to explain the pattern of land use and the forces behind them through

models of cities and their growth. The Burgess model envisioned con-

centric rings of land use spreading outward frorn a central business
o

core.' Hoyt's model proposed pie shaped sectors of land use also focused

on a central busin""".or".t0 Harris and Ullman proposed. a land use

model based on more than one nucleus of commercial actiuity.ll

In addition to the pattern of land use, the models conceptualized

several methods of land use expansion. Growth was directed outward to

the uninhablted peripheral areas of the city. The expansion of cities

was facilitated by transportation innovations that increased the mobility

of people and made remote areas more accessible. In the Burgess mode1,

land use expansion occurred by a process of invasion and succession.

A particular land use expanded outward, occupying part of the zone devoted

to another land use, the other land uses would.also expand outward in

the same manner. Hoyt t s model allowed for a simpler process of land use

expansion lnto previously unoccupied land at the outer edges of the

city.

4
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One of the fundamental notions in these models was that the ner,¡

housíng built on the outer edges of the city catered to upper income

residents exclusively, those who could afford new homes and had the

means and flexibility of schedules to be able to travel longer dis-

tances to the city centre for work or shopping. Lower income residents

were seen to occupy older neighbourhoods closer to the downtown city

centre. Apartments were considered the domain of residents who could

not afford to own a home. Their locations were concentrated on the

edges of the downtown by high land values withín the commerclal core

itself, and along transportation arteries where people could utilize

public transit services, si-nce they could not afford personal trans-

portation but needed quick access to their job 1ocation".12

The arrangement of land uses i-n these models was a function of land

values, most expensive at the city centre and decreaslng with distance

away from the downtown area. Smith has related the growth of cities

and resid.ential change to income fu.tor=. 13 In the filtering theory

of residential movement, new housing is developed on the periphery of

clties where upper income residents are drawn. People are seen to move

further away from the city centre as their incomes and social status

increase. The theory identifies an inverse relationship between the .

patterns of city land values and household incomes, with the most affluent

households living on the least expensive land at the periphery of the

city. Incomes are directly related to the age of homes, the more

affluent gravitate to new homes, leaving their previous homes for the

next lower income group to take over.
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Authors such as Siegal and Stegman have clted access to transpor-

La.-íon as the major determinant of housing choice and residential
I4

location.'- The greater accessibility offered through the availability

of private automobiles to a growing segment of the populatlon, and

the expansion of public transit systems (including buses, subways, and

streetcars),. opened up virtually all areas of most cities to more

people and diminíshed the importance of housing location as anything

but an aesthetic consideration. Studies by Hartshorn and Herbert have

found that since l^/orld War II, transportation systems in cities have been

developed so completely that transportation access no longer determines

residential choice.15 Studying new developments near the downtown

indicates that upper income city residents are willing to live close to

the city centre and that income 1evels and social status have less

influence on housing choices. These studies found that taste preferences,

lifestyle, family size and space requirements, as well as the quality of

the housing are the major determinants of residential choice today.

Trends ín North American Housins

Since the end of \^Jorld i{ar II, the greatest percentage of new dwe111ng

starts has been single family hor"r.16 Clawson and Bourne have pointed to

the latent demand for homes started duríng the Depression and the impact

of returning servicemen af ter l^/orld llar II, the subsequent high marriage

rates and the number of households formed, as the major factors behind

the strong d.rund.17 The growttr of suburbs and the demand for single

family homes represented the middle class dream. The single family home

in the suburbs was a symbol of expanding opportunities, rising income and

social advancement.lB
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The rapid and disorganized expansion of cities that resulted in dimin-

ishing city tax bases (as cities grer¡/ beyond their 1ega1 boundaries) and

the explosion of home development at the periphery of .cities known as

urban sprawl, have been chronicled in great detail.19 Other problems

created by massive suburbanization include traffic congestion, loss of

undeveloped and agricultural land around many cities, phenomenal demand

for ci:y services at the periphery, and the wide dispersal of city popula-

tions in low density residential subdivisions.

The structure of North American cities that emerged after World ldar

II, with large suburbs, income and social slratification, is also blamed

for a variety of social i11s. Their structure is seen to be at the root

of problems such as vandalism and other crímes, poverty, deterioration of

inner city neighbourhoods, and socíal stagnation.20 The economic and

human costs of massive suburbanization of North American cities have to be

)1questioned." The rising costs of land and construction have helped to

restrict single family homes in the suburbs mostly to higher income

residents.

At the same tíme that research was identifying problems in the pattern

of housing and the focus of new construction, changes in the nature of the

population were also being identif iud,.22 Increasing numbers of households

were forming, but they were smaller than existing households owing to the

general absence of children and the greater númber of older couples whose

children had grown and left home (empty nesters). Single parent households

were increasing in numbers as wel1. These trends indicated the need for

housing forms that cater to greater numbers of smaller households and

requiring less space than offererl by the single family home in the suburbs.
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The risíng cost of sì-ng1e family homes in the suburbs and diminishing

space requirenents of households r^/ere the impetus for the development of

varioils alternative housing forms that included mobile homes, townhouses

artd row d.evelopments. These housing forms addressed the issues of cost

and changing space needs, but did not reflect changes in the perception

of the role that housing should play and in attitudes toward the suburban

lifestyle, wlth its focus on social stratificatlon and on traditional family

structure (parents and growing children). The combination of the negative

aspects of single family homes and suburbs, and changes in population and

household trends and attitudes, brought about a surge in the popularity

of downtown apartment living during the 1960s. Contrary to the earlier

models of housing and land use, the more affluent city dwellers seemed

willing to live in an apartment close to the city centre if the quality

of the housing was good and responded to their tastes and prefer"n."".23

Goodall stated that the changing size and nature of the population

could be accommodated in the existing types and supply of houstng.24

This prompted new research into the redevelopment of cities, parti-

cularly downtown areas. Apartments met the changì-ng needs of the popula-

tion in all but one respect. There was a need for a form of housing

that encompassed the characteristics of multi-family rental housing

while offering the basic protection from inflation that ownership of a

single family home offers.
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A1 ternative Forms of Home Ownershi

The same forces that Bourne identified as promoting apartment con-

struction in the 1960s were the bases of new forms of home ownershlp

which began to develop in the 1970s. Bourne found that the rising cost

and shortage of land, changing family sizes and incomes ' age structure

of the population and altered housing needs and locational preferences

have shifted the market for housi ng.25 The distinct changes in the

population and the nature of housing demand prompted research into alter-

native forms of home ownership that would meet new housing needs and

26
demands.

Two of the home ownership forms to garner attention were co operatives

and condominiums. Co operatives predate condominiums in North America,

but they have never attained the popularity that condominiums are

exhibiting. These two forms of housing share many similarities wlth rental

housing. They are multi-family urban residential forms that are

offered in a wide variety of styles, prices and locations throughout

the clty, but most. often are located adjacent to the downtown. The

work of Clurman indicates that condominiums and co operatives share

similarities in location and the demographic characteristics of their

otrr"r".27 There are,however, major differences between the two housing

types.

Co operatives are not speciflcally a form of home ownership.

Residents of co operatives are shareholders in a corporation which owns

the building that they occupy. Condominiums, which have individual titles

of ownership for units (as do single family homes), offer a wide variety
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of structural styles and locations, along with a mixture of services,

facíLities and amenities not normally available to individual home owners

Condominiums offer maintenance-free home ownership, along with prospects

for social interaction among owners in the condominium project. Condo-

rniniums are fulfilling the housing needs and desires of a growíng segment

of the population. They represent a lower cost alternative to the single

f.ani]1y home in the suburbs, with more amenities, locational variety,

access and social interaction potential that is attracting the interest

of potential home buYers.

Condominiums, particularly those converted from rental housing,

have had slgnificant lmpacts on the city. Developers' attracted by

potential profits in condominiums, have been removing rental housing

units from the housing stock of cities. Conversion is putting pressure

on the various 1eve1s of government to maintain an adequate supply of

rental housing. There are social costs associated with conversions,

tenant displacement and escalation in the costs of remaining rental

housing, and economic costs associated with providing for those city

residents who do not wish to, or cannot afford to own their housing.

Research on Condominiums

The comparative nenness of the condominium concept in North America

has meant that a limited amount of study has been done on condomlniurns,

a lack of research that belies the importance of this housing form. That

which has been carried out has been mainly in the United States due to

the rapid rise in popularity òf condominiuns there.



The bulk of condominium research has been conducted by, or under

the auspices of, various government agencies and planning authorities. To

daLe, there have been only two nationwide studies of condominiums in North

America, one in Canada and another in the United Stut"".28 The Canadian

study appeared in two reports, one concerning condominium owners and the

other dealing with condominj-um lenders. For the report on condominium owners,

more than 3,000 units in 50 projects \dere surveyed and demographi-c data on

owners was presented, along wÍth information about present and previous

housing choices. l,r/hile the two Canadian reports analyzed the principals

involved with condominiums, neither of the publications addressed the legi-

slative aspects of condominums or the impacts of condominiums on cities or

their housing markets.

The corresponding American study is the most comprehensive analysis of

condominiums in the United States. Aside from demographic aspects of condo-

minium owners, the study examined the amount and rate of growth of condominiums

in that country. This report examined the advantages and disadvantages of

this concept as a form of houslng and the implicatj-ons for other housing, The

benefits to condominium ov/ners and developers were discussed, along with some

of the major problems, including profiteering and misinformation by develop-

ers. More than a decade of experience with condominiums was considered. The

practlcal application of condominiums within the legislative framework formed

the basis for new po1Ícy recommendations to limit problems associated with

condominiums, such as conversion depleting the rental housing stock of cities.

These two studies have limited applicability to indivldual cities as

models for comparative analysis and as predictive too19, since they were

concentrated on a few major cities and regions. For example, 85 percent
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of Lhe projects included in the Canadian study were located in and around

¡he citíes of Toronto and Vancouver, and were mostly new projects rather than

29
conversions." Many cities such as WínnÍpeg do not have the same mixture of

condomlnj-um types or the characteristics of large metropolitan ci-ties upon

which the nationwide studies focused.

Each province and territory of the country has adopted legislation

coverì-ng condominiums and each statute dlffers from the others in sone respects.

In order to understand the condominium concept, its terminology and how this

form of home ownership exists within Canadian legislative parameters, the

work of Rosenberg is vítal. His 1969 report is a guide to understanding

the condominium .on."pt.30 It explores the social and economic importance

of condominíums and the rationale behind the legislation governing them.

Rosenberg traces the historical origins of the concept and the manner of

its arrival in North Anerica. He also discusses some of the typical problems

of condomíniurls. No such analysis of legislation ex j-sts in the United

States because of the multitude of jurisdictions in the fifty states.

Also of great importance is the 1973 study by Norcross, one of the

most frequently cited pieces of research on condominiur=.31 Although 1t

v¿as done more than ten years ago and is a study of 1ímited scope, it was the

first study of condominiums to identify specífic regional variations in

condominiums and the people who own them. Dlfferences ln regional values,

priorities, and expectations of owners and prospective condominium buyers

were outlined.

The rapid rise in popularity of condominiums has prompted a variety

of publÍcations which explain their functioning. The American Institute
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of ReaI Estate Appraisers publíshed a guide for lenders and insurers, while

Huleman published a report for condominium owners and managu.".32 These

books familiarize the reader with the basíc concept, but there are new prob-

lems constantly. Because of continually changing leglslation and a variety

of jurisdictions, few of the publications are universally applicable to all

condominium n¿trkets. Books such as Clurmants on business condominiums and

the report by Goldstein and Rohan on industrial and commercial condominiums

point out some of the variations on the traditional concept that have

emerged in North At".i.u.33

The majority of Canadian condominium studies have had Toronto or Vancouver

and their environs as their focus. These two urban areas are the major

centres of condominium activity in the country. They are also the most

expensive and active housing markets in Canada. Hitchcock and Lewis have

described the status of condominium studies in the country, stating that

there has been no systematlc and comprehensive survey of purchasers and.

tenants lo date. J4

Many condomlnium planning studies have dealt prinarily with the impacts

of conversions on clty housing supplies. Conversion diminishes the supply of

rental housing sLock in cities. The potential profit from conversion of

rental property has prompted developers to enter the condominium market.

The recent inactivity of new rental construction has intensified the problem

for cities.35 Other planning studies have identified the human costs of

conversj-on. Most tenants in conversion properties do not buy and are forced

Lo move when their home ceases to be a rental prop"rty.36 Studles have also

been carried out on behalf of the groups adversely affected by conversion,
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such as the elderly who are unable to afford a condominiurn and are forced

out of long-time ,""id."n."".37

The majority of Canadian studies have been undertaken at the 1oca1

1eve1. Individual planni-ng departments have recognized the potential

threat of conversion activr'ty to the housing mix in their cities, in

addítion to the social and economic costs associated with conversion".38

Condominiums in h/inni e

There has been very 1itt1e study done on condominium activity in

\{innipeg. Even though l{innipeg's one project was included in the 1970

Canadian survey of condominium owners, its influence on the demographic

profile developed in that study was minimal.

^ 
1979 study of condominiums in Winnipeg was limited in scope, being

confined to the legislative, procedural and financial aspects of one

partlcular type of condominiur.39 Topics such as the 1evel of condominium

activity, their rate of growth and distribution throughout the city, along

with the nature of condominium oi^rners, have gone largely unexplored.

Understanding the impact of condominiums on the rest of the housing

system is essential to the formulation of comprehensive housing policies.

The selection of ir/innipeg as a study site recognizes that it is a rnoderately

sized city that is physically removed from the influence of the major metro-

politan condominium markets in the country. The emergence of condominiums

in l,Vinnipeg has been recent, but the growth of numbers has been brisk.

l^/innipeg provides the opportunity to study an emerging home ownership forrn

and its impact on other housing.
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Y AND DATA SOURCES

As part of a larger 4ynamlc system of housing in the city, the

emergence of condominj-ums reflects changing needs and desires of people

with respect to one of the basic necessities in life. This thesis is

an empirical study of condominiums. The lack of condominium research in

Winnipeg necessitates usÍng an inductive observational approach in order

to establish a foundation upon which future studies can establish a more

deductive approach. The data on condominiuns have been collected and

analyzed on their own, and also in the context of the entire spectrum

of housing activity in ldinnipeg.

The first major data source is statistical information collected

from municipal , provincial and federal leve1s of government. The data

collected include the amount of condominium activity, the rate of their

growth, the types of condominiums that rnake up the cityts supply, and the

dlstribution of condominiums. Other data show the context of the larger

system and the population and household trends within which condornlni-ums

have developed. Statistical data on housing activity in tr^linnlpeg are

combined with a discussion of houslng aspects of Winnipeg I s development

plan in order to frame the information gathered on condominiums within

the parameters of the overall context of housing.

The second rnajor data source is a survey of condominium ov/ner-

occupants conducted for this thesis. Twenty condominium projects were

approached for permission to have thern included in the survey. The selec-

tion of these projects was done on a statified random basis in order to

replicate the distribution of condominiums in the city. Eight of the

projects either refused, did not respond, or delayed in granting permissíon
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to sample owners untj-1 after the sampling was completed. 0f the 970

units in the 12 projects sampled, 486 \,/ere owner-occupied. The remainder,

rvhich were being rented by the developer or investor-owners, or were

vacafit, were excluded from the survey. The questions in the survey were

aimed at owner-occupants rather than renters. There was a 45 percent

response rate from the 486 questionnaires distributed. The survey sample

represents approximately 10 percent of all owner-occupied condominiums

i-n l{innipeg in early 1983.

The survey produced information about condominj-um owners themselves,

their likes and dislikes about their condominiums, their previous and

prospective housing choices, as well as their atti-tudes toward housing in

general. The results of this survey are compared with the findings of an

earlier Winnipeg study and several nationwide studies of condomj-nium owners

in order Lo analyze the similarities and differences among condominiurn

owners over time and at different scales.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

In addition to the absence of price comparisons among condominiums

or within other forms of housing noted previously, there are other factors

which limit this study. The statistical data collected were confined to

the period between 1971 and 1982, the most recent year for which yearly

summaries of housing data from government agencies were available.

Population and other census materÍal are only updated at five year inter-

vals. For the intervening years, the numbers must be approximated. The

end of statistical data compilatlon is concurrent with the period during

which sampling of condominium owners was conducted.
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The survey of l{innipeg condominium owners completed for this study

was modelled on the format of several other condominlum studies. This

did not a1lor,¿ for a great deal of latitude in the structuring of the

questions. However, the objective was to obtain data which could be

comparatively analyzed with the results of other demographic studíes.

A comnon problem of surveys is the desire of respondents to maintain

thelr privacy, and their reticence in discussing details of income and

finances. In order to maximize the number of completed responses, questions

asking specific financial information I'rere avoided.

Any discussion of the economics of condominiums and other housing

over the study period is complicated by the economic recession which

affected North America in the early 1980s. The rapid escalation of

housing costs, mortgage and interest rates, presents a distorted picture

of condominiurn and housing costs over the study period. The limitations

of time also prevented the discussion of these elements of the condo-

minium market in this thesis.

OUTL]NE OF THE STUDY

An overvj-ew of the condominium concept is presented in Chapter TT.

It detalls the origins and spread of the concept to North America, as

well as the development of the legislation governing condominiums. The

attitude of early studies with respect, to the role that condominiums were

originally designed to play in North America housing is assessed. Condo-

miniums are compared to co operative housing. The two forms of housing

share similarities and are often confused but they have fundamental

differences. There is also a summary of the benefits and problems
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assocíated with condominiums.

ba Condominium Act,

The chapter concludes with an outline of

Th Manito the legislation which governs condominiums

j_n the studY area of this thesis.

Statj-stical data collected are presented and analyzed in Chapter III.

Information on condominiums - their number, rate of growth, locational

distríbution and types - is discussed. This information is prefaced

by an analysis of population and household trends. Condominiums are

also considered in the content of information on housj-ng activity and

Winnipegts development policies which are presented.

Chapter IV rs clevoted to the data collected in the survey of condo-

minium ov/ners conducted for this thesis. The responses to the survey

are summarized and compared with the findings of other studies. Some of

the areas of dissimilarity are explained and questions are raised about

the value of other studies, especially the nationwide studies, as predic-

tive tools to describe condominium owners in cities such as l{lnnipeg.

Finally, the findlngs of this thesis and some of the problems of

condominiums with respect to the larger housing system are summarized

in Chapter V. The chapter concludes with a statement of issues and

topics associated with condomj-niums that can be explored in further

research
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CHAPTER II
CONDOM]NIUMS - AN OVERVIE\,/

The previous chapter established the conceptual framework surrounding

the emergence of condominiums in North Ameri-ca. Having identified the

changing needs in housing, Chapter TI explores this home ownership concept

in greater detail. Among the topics discussed are: the evolutíon of

condominiuns and their governing legislation, the role which they were

designed to play in North American housing, as well as their major bene-

fits and disadvantages.

HISTORY OF CONDOMINIUMS

The word ttcondominiumtt is derived from the Latin term for co-ownership.

I.{hile condominiums have only become familiar to North Americans in the past

twenty years, this housing concept has existed for a considerable length

of time in Europe. Historians have traced the existence of shared

olnership of a single property as far back as the Babylonian civilization.l

The concept rea11y owes its existence to the period in history when

wal1ed ci-ties were built for protection from enemies. lúhen wa1ls were

present to circumscribe a city, the amount of space within the protective

barrier was limited. As urban populations grew, the scarcíty of land and

houses necessitated changes in the way that people were housed.

The existence of this form of housing endured through the years and

was regulated by 1oca1 statutes. In 1804, the condominium concept was

glven permanence and credibility by codification of condominium 1aw in
)

the Napoleonic Code of France.-

The practice of joint ownership of property continued in Europe even

after the discontinuation of building wa11ed cities. Tnstead of wal1s

23
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the terrain around

confluences, in

expansion

built on

valleys or on plateaus) served as boundaries to growt.h.

The post-l^/orld l'/ar I rebuilding of many cities in Europe spurred

.:revísed condominium legislation in a number of countries in order to

laddress modern Íssues affecting this form of home ownership.

From Europe, the condominium concept spread to Latin American countries

with posr-war migration. In 7928, Brazil became the first country in the

i^Jestern Hemisphere to enact condominium legislation. One by one, the

countries of South and Central America adopted statutes to permit condo-

miniurns. The development of condominium legislation in North America

eventually fo1lowed. The Cuban Horizontal Property Act of 1952 served

as the model for the Puerto Rlcan Act of 1958. In turn, the Puerto

Rican Act, together with the Hawaiian Condominium Act of 1961, served as

the models for the flrst legislative statutes in the continental United

States.

Legislation permitting the existence of condominiums was passed

in the states of Florida and California in 1964, although the earliest

known condoninium in the United States actually dates back to 7947. In

that year, The Veterans AdminisLration gave mortgage assistance to a

number of returning servicemen who set up an unofficial condominium

project in New York Cíty.3 The rapid growth in popularity of the condo-

miniums concept in states that were the first to create legislation to
allow condominiums motivated other states to adopt similar statutes.

Due to the proximity of Canada to the United States, 1t was not very

long until the concept also spread to Canada.
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The first Canadian legislation came into existence in 1966 in

Alberta. The other provinces were not far behind in adopting similar

LegislaLi.ve statutes, for by 1978, all ten provinces and the two

rerritories had legislation affecting condominiums.4

NIUMS AND COOPERATIVES

There is a misconcpetion shared by many people that these two

concepts of housing are exactly the same. This is not the case. trnlhile

co operatives have existed ín North America for a longer period of time,

their popularity has primarily been confined to the eastern United States,

and they have never enjoyed the widespread acceptance and popularity

that condominiums have experienced.

Both are concepts of multiple ownership of property and both

involve the creation of a corporation to administer the buildings and

property that comprise the project. There are, however, a number of

fundamental differences between the concepts.

In a co operative, there is only a síng1e title of ownership held

for the project in the name of the corporation. The corporation is made

up of the members in the co operative. Purchasing co operative housing

does not rnean buying title to a partícular living unit. The buyer instead,

purchases shares in the corporatíon that owns the property. The co opera-

tive nember is thus allowed to occupy a dwelling unít in the property by

virt.ue of being a shareholder in the corporation. i{hen the person decides

to leave the co operative, the corporation buys back the shares in the

corporatíon held by the co operative member. This is a stock transfer

rather than a title of o,wnership change.
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In a condominium proiect, each uni-t is oidned under a separate tit1e,

r¿hich a11ows owners to mortSage each unit separately under their names.

The corporatj-on created in a condominiun is established to administer

to the common elernents and areas of the project, which are the parts

tha.- are joíntly owned. The owners of each unit share use of these

areas or facilities in the project'

The differences between a single title and multiple titles is a

fundarnental one. Since condominium owners mortgage each unit separately,

default. by one member of the project simply means that the mortgagor

becomes the new owner of that unit. The other owners in a condominium

project are not 1iab1e for the mortgage of another unit. In a

co operative, since there is a single title for the entire property, the

forfeit by one member of the co operative means that the other members

must assume the mortgage liability of the defaulting individual or risk

default of the enti-re project. Thus, each participant in a co operative

is potentially responsible for the liabilíties of the other members of the

co operative corporation. Condominiums have this type of joint liability

only with respect to the common elements of the project, so the default

of one owner would not threaten the survival of the entire project, as

it might with a co operative.

A second major difference between the two forms of housing lies ln

their corporations. In a co operative, since the corporation is the

property title holder, it can dictate standards of behavior, rules and

regulations. The corporation can act autonomously. A condominíum corpora-

tion is more responsive to individual owners since its rules and regula-

tions are set and changed by consent of a majority of the owners themselves.
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Each member of the condomj-nium project does have the security of sole

ownershiP of his or her unit '

THE ROLE OF CONDOMTNÏUMS IN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES

Canada and the United States share many similarities in their housing.

A number of the trends in Canadian housing (such as condominiums) have

the United States as their primary mode1. i{ithout the example of the

United States as a proving ground for ì-nnovations, the proximity of the

countríes and the similarities of their cultures, it is uncertain how

many new ideas in housing would be so readily accepted in Canada. It is

irnportant to recognize that there are differences in the form and

function of condominiums in the two countries and even between cities in

different regíons of each country. Factors such as city size, density

of population, location, nature of the population, and 1oca1 housing

markets, are some of the determinants of condominium forms at the indi-

vidual city level. Norcross, in his 1973 study of townhouse condominiums

in the United States, identified distinct regional contrasts among

condominiums.5 He illustrated the role of factors such as climate and

l1festy1e in shaping different forms of a single type of condominium in

order to respond to different regional values, desires and constraints.

The Norcross study underscores a slmilar, but more fundamental

difference between condominiums 1n Canada and the United States. Among

the first and most popular areas of condominium development were some of
the "sun beltttstates of the southern uníted states. rn Florida, for
example, the appeal of condominium living was the availability of main-

tenance-free housing in a \^/arm climiate, in vacation centres and cities
which cater to retirement aged households.6 Much of the marketing of these
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condominiums 
emphasized their potential as a second or seasonal vacation

home. In parts of California, the climatic conditions and marketing

sLraLegjes were similar to those in Florida. However, in other parts

of the state the lmpetus for condominium development came from the

astronomical cost of land in and around the major metropolitan centres.

The price of conventional home ownership was, and continues to be, beyond

1

rhe rneans of many families. ' Coupled with that is the younger age of

residents, the sophisticated lifestyle and a uníque social environment

in that state. The focus of condominium marketing j-n those areas was on

economic, space and location features of condominiums.

Condominiums were also popular early in New York City and other

cities along the east coat. Thls is a heavily populated section of the

United States. The shortage of space in a number of these cities was

perfectly suited to a form of home ownership that would house the maximum

number of households in a limited amount of space. In total, according

to the HUD study, about fifty percent of all condominiums in the country

by I975 were located in these three areas: Florida, California and the

urbanized Atlantic .oast.B

The early focus of condominium development in Canada was not on

vacation areas but on the cities of Toronto and Vurr.ouuur.9 The intro-

duction of new concepts in the major metropolítan centres of the country

takes advantage of large populations with a diversity of tastes and a

greater acceptance of new ideas in houslng. At the same time, the size

of major cities in Canada does not approach that of American cities such

as New York. The same scarcj-ty of land and population pressure do not

exist in Canada.
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In Canada, condomJ-niums are offered in a broad range of styles and

ptíces. The varíety of location choices and the maintenance-free lifestyle

are najor se11i-ng points of condominiums. The fact that Canadian clties

are not faced with the same shortage of space as their Amerlcan counter-

par.'s, coupled with the colder Canadian climate, necessitate a different

marlceting sLrategy by Canadian developers. Thus, the role envisioned for

condominiums and the need or purpose which they fulfi11 in the housing

marker of Canada is different from that of the United States. Because of

different roles which condominiums were designed for in North American

housing, the following sections of the chapter deal with the unique

advantages and disadvantages of thís alternative form of home ownership.

BENEFITS OF CONDOMINIUMS

The condominium concept has a variety of advantages over more

traditional housing forms, ei-ther direct or indirect, for buyers, developers

and municipalities. The acceptance of the concept in North America is

the result of changing needs and desires with respect to home ownership.

The major benefits for each group are presented here.

Benefits to Condominlum Buvers

The major benefit of condominiums, at least the one most frequently

cited by owners, is their economy. Although they are offered in a wide

range of styles and prices, condomíniums generally cost less than tradi-

tional single family homes in comparable locatior,".10 Lower costs of

condominiums, due to the shared cost of land and facilities, open the

market to a larger group of people who wísh to own their homes but

cannot afford traditional homes. Condominiums differ from similar styles

of rental structures by providing their owners with protection from

inflation, as well as the tax benefits of otnership. ll
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One of the most frequently cited advantages of condominiums rs

nainLenance-free 
living. l{hi1e owners share the cost of maintenance

for common elements, they are freed from performj-ng these duties themselves '

This ís especially important to older householders who may not be physically

able to perform all of the duties involved in the upkeep of a horne. Many

other households, such as those where both spouses work, do not have the

time to perform necessary maíntenance.

Condominiums offer greater locational flexibility to owners than do

single family homes largely due to the ability of multi-family develop-

nents to compete for more expensive land. \^/hile there are suburban condo-

miniums, a large nurnber of projects are located in or near the downtown

of cities, where they have access to a large number of facilities such

as shops, theatres and restaurants. Prlor to the emergence of condo-

miniums, new homes had been largely confined to the suburbs by land

prices and zoning regulations. Furthermore, with joint ownership and

shared costs for common elements, condominium owners are able to enjoy

recreational facilities such as pools ' saunas, tennis and squash courts

as part of their project. Generally, the choice of recreaLional

facilitles available to condominium o\^/ners is greater than an individual

home owner could afford.

The smaller size of condominiums is more compatible wíth recent

trends in household sizes than is the traditional single family home.

Factors such as the leve1 of population growth, the number of empty

nesters and their increasingly younger age, the incidence of childless

couples,_ the greater number of divorcesrand increased longevity, all

contribute to a greater demand for smaller homes.
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Condominiurns offer a different lifestyle for those smaller family units.

There 
j_s the opportunity for more socía1 interaction because of the number of

neighbours and an established socía1 organization within a project. While

condominiums can offer the opportunity for more j-nteraction, they can also

províde more security and protection than single family homes because they also

include security systems and services such as guards and monitors. This type

of protectíon is beyond the means of most individuals but is possible with

the shared cost system of a condominium.

Benefits to Developers

The major concern for developers and builders who are involved with condo-

miniums is profit. The high cost of land and consLruction, as well as energy

costs, favour the construction of multi-family buildings over single family
'la

homes." High rise and townhouse construction al1ow greater efficiency on the

part of builders and developers. Constructing a condominium on a given

property gives the developer more units and more ordners to defray costs and

a11ows him to sell his product at competitive prices, relative to building a

limited number of single family homes on the same piece of prOperty. Thus,

the developer can buy better lots in prime locations, which in turn enables

him to sell his product more easily.

Tnflation has lirnited the profitability of rental housing. Increases

in rents have not kept pace with the increa-ses in costs of building, operation

and maint"nun.".13 The disparity between cost increases and rent increases

has been further aggravated by rent control regulations enacted in many cities.

That has prompted many developers to build condominiums rather than rental

units. Those factors have also 1ed to the conversion of existing bulldings
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fron rental to condominium housing. Condominiums offer a quick lurnaround

on investment for developers and builders relative to other types of housing,

especiaLLy rental hou"ing.14 Conversion of existing buildings has the effect

of increasing the value of the property, as sale of individual units will

ge,.era:-ly produce greater revenue than would be possible by selling the entire

property as a single unit.

Ben efits to MunicipaliEies

The suburbanization that has characterized the development pattern of

nost larger cities in North America over the past twenty five years has

created problems for municipal governments. For example, 1t has created a

demand for services in the peripheral areas of cities. At the same time,

existing services and facilities near downtown areas have been underutilized.

In many cases, suburban development has extended beyond city limits, díminishing

the potential tax base. The predllection of many condominiums for locations

in or near the downtown may have a significant impact on a cíty. Specifically,

they may help reviLalíze the downtown buslness district which has been hurt

by suburban shopping ma11s. Condominium households are smaller in size and

have few children and so, would not require as rnany services as family house-

holds in suburbun ur"u".16

Conversion of a rental property to condominiums automatically increases

its property u.l.r".17 A cityts tax assessment and tax revenues also increase

with conversion of rentals to condominiums. Condominium conversion is one

method of rehabilitating older neighbourhoods and deteriorating rental

structures without the incentive of public funding to accomplish this objective.
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DOM INIUM PROBLEMS

There are two distinct leve1s of condominium problems. First, there

are Lhose which involve individual owners and aspects of their particular

condominium project. Secondly, there are a number of difficulties for

develoPers '

Problems for Owners, Bu s and Tenants

The 1975 HUD study of condominiums and co operatives identified the

ten most frequently cited problems at the indivídua1 condominium 1eve1

in the United States.lB

(1) A major problem of the first condominium developments, primarily in

the sun be1t, was the long term recreational/service lease. Developers,

prior to selling of individual condominiums and relinquishing control and

managenent of the project, entered into long term leases for service

andfor use of recreational facilities as a comnon area or element by the

owners of the condominium project. Often, the developer owned the

recreational facility or was the service agent in the leases. fn many

cases, the lease ca11ed for an extended period or lifetime contract'

which cost the condominiurn owners many times the inj-tial cost of building

or maintaining the recreational facility.

(2) The second rnost frequently cited problem was the quality of con-

struction, or in the case of conversions, the basic condltion of the

building. In many cases, the condominium owners were formerly owners of

síngle family homes, who were used to a higher standard of constructi-on

and believed that they were entitled to th.is in theír condominiums,

since they had a proprietary interest in the project. It is widely held

that renters have a lower 1eve1 of expectations from their housíng because
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rhey do not have this proprietary interest. In the case of condominium

conversion, rental properties built to lower specifications of quality

have been converted and offered for sale with little or no improvement.

The United Statesf studies found that only in approximately one quarter

of aII conversj-ons r,/ere any changes other than superficial improvements

done to rental units at the time of .onu"r"ion.19

(3) The third most frequently mentioned complaint had to do with the

complexíty of documentation involved with condominiums. This is a

problem both for developers and the buyers of condominiums. It is a

necessity and a reflection of the complexity of the concept.

(4) The displacement of tenants in a condominium conversion was another

major problem associated with condominiums. This problem ínvolves the

majority of tenants in a rental property being converted. The HUD

study and a variety of other studies (eg. Lauberts report on conver-

sions in Evanston, I11.) have reported that, on the average, over three

quarters of tenants. in a project being converted do not buy the unit which

they have ,unt"d.20 Along with their displacement, tenants often also

have to deal with litt1e or inadequate notification of the ovÍners intent

to convert the rental property, lack of rental alternatives, the costs of

moving, and for many older tenants, t.he emotional upheaval of leaving a

long time residence.

(5) Once the condominium has been sold and the condominium corporation

and the board of directors made up of condominium owners takes over, there

are a number of problems. In the case of many smaller projects, the

management of the condominium is undertaken by the owners without the

benefit of professional he1p. Most often, the condominium owners are
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par -ícipating in a condominium for the first time. They may not be

f.aniliar i,/ith all of the particulars of their rights and obligations

concerning topics as cornplex as multiple and overlapping insurances'

bylaw enforcement procedures and the method of their alteration, or the

collection, assignment, and dispersal of maintenance fees for common

elements .

(6) The problems of communal living were especially acute for those

condominium owners who were previously owners of thelr own single family

homes. Their expectations of privacy, noise levels and co operation

wlth their fellow owners may be at odds with the basic notion of

condominiums. Implicit in the condominium concept is the idea of

multi-family 1ivíng, where each owner has an equal voice in how the

project is run and what the standards of behavior should be.

(7) In the Uni-ted States at the time of the HUD study, projects

constructed as condominiums, not those converted from rental units,

made up the majority of the supply. ü/ith new construction, the sale of

units was often done before the project was conpleted. There were

frequent reports of misuse of the funds which condominium buyers had

put down as deposits. That was especially true in phased developments.

Developers were often forced by timetables and cost overruns to apply

deposits to continue construction.

(B) In the transition period of sa1es, where buildings are partly owned

by indivlduals, and ín part by the developer who controls the unsold

units, there \¡ias a situation of unclear authority with respect to the

condominium project. The developer who stí1l owns units, could be in

conflict with the owners of condominium units in the project for
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non_payment 
of his share of common elements costs.

(g) Another problem in the relationship between the condominium corpora-

!ion and the developer involved warranties on the condominium project.

The objective of the developer in the conversion process is to create

the condominium project and to sel1 the individual units, ending his

involvement as quickly as possible. The problem for owners and boards of

directors is to obtain the promised warranty work that may be required,

when the developer has ended his direct involvement with the project and

often moved on to other development projects e1sewh"r".2I

(10) The last major problem cited in the HUD study was another developer

related problem. Many condominium o\¡/ners have denounced the techniques

employed by developers and agents in their efforts to sel1 the condo-

minium units. High pressure sales techniques, and in many cases, mis-

representation of schedules, recreational facilities and the projected

costs of maintenance for the project have been cited by owners as

commonly used tactics to maximize sales.

These problems are by no means the only areas of concern for

owners and buyers of condominiums or tenants in conversions. Some of

the problems which have been cited in the past are nor^¿ less valid

due to changes in the legís1ation, having had the benefit of increased

experience with condorninium housing. Perhaps the best example of this

is the long term recreational or service lease. Many of the condominium

statutes have now been revised to disalloiv such practices since this prob-

lem was one of the first to emerge and to be recognízed.
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P roblems for Devel ers

Developers, too, have experienced problems with condominiums. Since

condominiums are a relatively recent concept in North America, developers

f'lave had to overcome unfamiliarity and hesitaLion on the part of

lenders to commit capital to this type of housing. The same problem

exists with the public. Condominiums are not understood and therefore

not considered by many home buyers. Therefore, developers have had to

take on the task of educating the public about this concept before they

can attempt to se11 a particular project.

For developers and builders there is a complex set of requirements

demanded by the various legislative statutes that must be completed prior

to registratlon of a condominium. For example, requirements for the con-

version of rental properties to condominiums include: 50 percent tenant

approval for conversion; specÍfic warranties and statements of projected

expenses; limits on leases for service and maintenance; extended leases

for tenants in a project being converted; and tenant options toward

purchase and/or relocation assistance. Legislative controls over con-

versions have extended as far moratoriums prohibiting this activity.

For example, in San Franci-sco there is a moratorium on conversions which

is tied to apartment vacancy rates, and a plan to al1ow conversions when

)')
rental units removed from the city supply are replaced."

As pointed out in the previous section, condominium conversion

results in displacement of tenants. A study in Palo Alto, California

found that three quarters of renters ín a project do not buy their unlt

when it is converted to a condominiut.23 The focus of legÍslative statutes

has been the protection of both condominium buyers and tenants in
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properties being converted. The developer bears much of the burden of

responsibility for informing those groups ín the documentation which

must accompany the registration of a condomj-nium.

Legislation enacted during the 1960s in the Unlted States took a

,,laissez fairet' attitude toward the regulation of condominium development.

The operational problems of condominium projects and multi-family resi-

dential living fe1l within the boundaries of the 1ega1 term caveat emptor 
'

1et the buyer beware. Having observed some of the problems in the prac-

tical application of the concept experienced in the United States, legis-

lation drafted in Canadian jurisdíctions has included provisions to pro-

tect buyers and the social welfare of tenants in conversions. American

statutes have subsequently been amended to incorporate similar provisions.

Nevertheless, there are stil1 problems associated with condominiums that

cannot be addressed in legislation. These include the lack of uniformity

in the quality of construction as well as the complexity of the concept,

the accompanying paperwork and the legislation itself.

The second major type of condominium problem is the conflict of this

activity with the rest of the housing market in cities, and 'the indirect

costs of condominlums to various 1eve1s of government. Condominium

conversions decrease the rental housing supply and can create serious

shortages of affordable rental housing. Allowing unrestricted conversion

of rental property in a city with 1ow rental vacancy rates and 1itt1e

new rental construction could result in significant costs for city

Sovernments. It is the responsibility of the city to insure that there

is a supply of rental housing for those who cannot afford or do not wish

to own theír housing. Increased property tax revenues obtained through
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condominium conversion might be more than offset by the cost of subsídizing

nerrr rental construction to replace lost units if developers do not wish to

build new rentals due to limited profit potential or adverse economic

conditions to construction. Another outcome of conversion activity is

that the remaining rental supply míght be priced out of the range of

lower income households as prices rise to meet increased demand and lower

supply. A byproduct of rj-sing rental costs is a greater drain on social

servíce and public assistance agency budgets. Lower income households

would be allocating more of their earnings for housing and would need

public agencies to help supply their other needs.

The HUD condominium and co operative study díscussed factors which

favour conversion activity in a .ity.24 Conversion is 1j-ke1y to occur

in cities with no restrictions on the number of conversions allowed and

where there are rent controls or other factors which limit the profit-

ability of rental housing. The general economic conditions that favour

conversions are high costs of land and construction and consequently

expensive single family homes. The economic recession in North Amerlca

during the early 1980s raised interest and mortgage rates, thus

creating the conditions listed above and severely limiting both home

buying and construction

The appeal of conversions is obvious to those involved in develop-

ment. In a period when revenues of rental housing have lagged behind

inflation and are being limited by factors such as rental controls,

the potential for a quick turnaround on investment and significant

profits is a strong attraction. Lauber has stated that rental profits

in the United States range fron 72 to 15 percent. He has also reported
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cases where conversion of rental property and its sale as condominium

units have returned a 1000 percent profit to the developer in his

investment in the space of eighteen months from the time of property

purchase to the completion of sa1es. Lauber found that condominium

conversion profits in the Uníted States were usually in the range from

20 petcent to lOO percent' averaging about 40 p"t."nt.25

Research on conversion has reported that an apartment vacancy

rate of between 3 and 5 percent is needed to offset the removal of

rental units through .onuur"ior,.26 In cities with 1ow vacancy rates,

conversions are self-propagating. Conversions remove rental units frorn

the cíty supply, people are forced to buy condominiums due to the

unavailabilíty of affordable rental housing, and this in turn prompts

even more conversions to meet a growing d"tund.27

Condominiums have had a major impact on the supply of other forms of

housing because resources which would have gone towards other housing

have been diverted to condominiums. Condominium conversion is not a

negative phenomenon. Problems develop in a given set of circurnstances

where costs eliminate other housing choices and high potential proflts

draw in speculators. Conversion draws from the supply of existing housing

and decreases the rental houslng stock. If the rental housing supply

is not maintained, the city pays the price of the shortages. Lauber has

stated, 'rstrip avay the emotionalism and propaganda from condominium

conversion and what do you get? Inflated housing cost, displacement and

serious reduction in the supply of affordable housin*rr.28
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TOBA CONDOMINIUM ACT

29
MANI

This chapter has traced the arrival of the condominium concept in

Catada back to the example of the United States. However, the various

Canadian statutes governing condominlums in the provinces and terri-

tories draw on several models. Manitoba and Ontari-o have legislation

which is modelled closely after the California Condominium Codes.

British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan have legislation which is

patterned after the Strata Titles Act of Australla. The legislation

of the other provinces and territories is a mixture of features of both

model statutes and the earlíer legislation of other provinces. All of

the Canadian statutes share conmon features but each statute has unique

components which reflect the nature of the jurisdiction in which it

was enacted.

In Manitoba, legislation was enacted by the Provincial government

in 1968 to a11ow for the creation and operation of condominium home

ownership. As with other statutes, The Manítoba Condominium Act begins

with a glossary of terms that apply to the condorninium concept. One of

the unique features of the Manitoba Act relative to many others is that

it allows condominÍums to be created on prlvately owned as well as lease-

30nold property.

The Manitoba legíslation requires a series of documents ca11ed a

declaration statement to be filed and approved before a project can be

registered as a condomÍnium and units "old.31 The decfaration statement

1s documentation r¿hich inciudes detailed plans for the property, out-

lining its boundaries and the individual units being created for sa1e.

Additionally, the declaration statement must include an inventory of
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expecLed maintenance expenses of the entire property for the next twelve

rnonths, and in the case of a conversion registration, written approval

of at least one half of the tenants in the rental property to its

conversion '

The Manitoba legíslation outlines the duties and rights associated

wirh ownership of individual units and the co-ownershíp and joint

responsibility for common areas and e1emena"." Other features that

are outlined are the rights and obligations of all parties with respect

to encumbrances,33 ta*utiot,34 easementr35 ah" role of the corporation,36

management of the project,3T th" by1aws,38 .o*ton expenses,39 uoting

procedures in operational decisions,40 ult".ations to the project,4l und

specific performance of duti"s.42 This concept of orvnership involves

individual and collective ownership and responsibilities and so requires

a complex set of paperwork to identify responsibility for each feature of

the property and how it is to be administered.

The Manitoba Condominium Act was amended in 1976. The amendments

were specifically concerned with converted rental projects, and were

desígned for the protection of unit buyers and the renants in the property

being converted. The new legislative requirements included three months

written notice to tenants of the ownerts intention to register the

property as a condominium. Once registered, the owner of the property

has to give the tenants first oprtion to purchase units. In order to

protect tenants from rapid eviction, they are now allowed to continue

to rent their unit for a period of tr,vo years or for a number of years

equal to the length of their tenancy prior to conversion. For tenants

who remain and continue to rent their unit, their rent is regulated to
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LeveIs comparable with other rental units in the same neighbourhood.

Grievances and disputes that involve these tenants are handled under

The llanitoba Landlord and Tenant Act.

The amendments to The Condominium Act require additional documen-

Lation to be presented at the time of registration of a conversion project.

The owner or developer must present a statement showing that at least

50 percent of his tenants approve of the intention to convert the rental

proPertY to condominium. In order to protect the buyers of these units

from unforeseen expenses, the owner or developer is required to present a

statement of the anticipated operating costs for normal repairs and

maintenance of the property over the next twelve months.

The ínvolvement of other 1evels of government v¡ith condominiurns is

limited. The Federal government' through the National Housin Act

provides for CMHC sponsored loans to assist builders of condominiums

and prospective owners in the acquisition of their uníts. These loans

are simply part of a general loan plan for all types of residential
43construction.

The influence of munlcipal legislation on condominiums in trdinnipeg

is the same as on all houslng and development in the city. Development

is regulated by zoning ordinances whlch determine where multi-fanily

residential development is allowed. l{i-nnipegts bylaws set standards

and restrictions on construcLion, health and safety, which are applic-

able to all housíng in the city, including condominiums. The latest

development plan, entitled Plan winnipeg was presented in 1980.
44

ciLy

The

ity

plan does not acknowledge condominiums at all. Their rise in popular-

and numbers was concurrent with the development of the new p1an.
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Since the plan was presenLed, condominiums have emerged as a housing form

of growíng numbers and importance. However there are no policies that

deal directly with condominiums in h/innipeg's development plan. Legis-

1atíve control over condomlniums is so1e1y in the hands of the Provincial

government.

SUMMARY

The condominium concept offers great flexibility in home ownership

opportunities. For prospective buyers there is a tradeoff of advantages

and disadvantages inherent in the concept and its appllcations ín North

America. However, the hallmark of the concept is the choice which it

offers consumers. The variety of styles, sizes, prices, locations, and

amenities offered is greater than are generally available in traditional

single family home choices. For developers, the greatest aLtraction of

condominiums is the maximizatlon of construction efficiency and the poten-

tial for a profit margi-n greater than that offered by other types of

housing. For a city, the benefits are in the form of redevelopment of

its older areas without subsi-dization, but the indirect costs created

through depletion of the rental housing supply may outweight the benefits.

A byproduct of the great diversity in condominiums is the complexity

and detail required in the legislation governing this form of housing.

The Manitoba Condominium Act is representatlve of the more comprehensive

statutes which protect buyers and tenants.

The next chapter deals with two kinds of condominiums, registered

and active. Once a property meets çhe requirements and is registered,

it is at the discret.ion of the or,vner when and if it becomes active:
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that is, actually operates as a condominium. There ls no schedule or

rime limit which requires the owner to sell condominium units. In this

respecL, reglstration can be a purely speculative procedure in antici-

paLioî of regulations limiting the number of conversions in the future'

However, these properties are officially condominiums.
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CHAPTER III
TRENDS IN CONDOMINIUM AND HOUSING

ACTIVITY IN I'/INNIPEG

Having considered general elements of the condominium concept in t.he

previous chapter, the discussion nov/ turns to an examination of this home

ownership form in ü/innipeg. At the outset, trends 1n population, house-

ho1ds, housing activity and developmenL policies are presented in order

to establlsh the cj-rcumstances within which condominiums have emerged.

Wlthin this context, the major attributes of l{innip"gts condominiums are

presented.

RKlm'IT TRENDS IN I,^/INNIPEG'S POPULATION

Rapid population growth in ldinnipeg and Canada during the 1960s,

which helped to promote the boom in single family home construction and

resulted in extensive suburbanÍzation, has slowed considerably. In the

1960s Canadars population grew by 15.4 percent, while ln/innipeg's popula-

tion rose by 12 percent. During the next decade, Canda's growth slowed

slightly to 11.4 percent, but !{innipegrs growth declined dramatically
Ito 4.3 percent.

There have been changes in the age distribution of the population of

\.n/innipeg as well. Based on the findings of the 1971 and 1981 censuses,

Winnipeg's population under the age of twenty years o1d declined by 6

percent of the total, from 38 percent of t.he population to 32 percent.

The decllne in the number of children can be attributqd to many

factors, among which is a decline in family size. As Canadars population

has continued to become more urbanized over the last seveial decades,

there have been adjustments to an urban lifestyle. There is a limited

amount of lì-ving space in ci-ties and the cost of raising children in

49
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t)rban areas is greater than in a rural environment. The irnpetus for

Large families as a ready labour force and as a method of provlding

for Lhe parents in their o1d age does not exist in an urban setting as

it did in the rural. However, the decline in the number of Winnipeg's

young people can best be understood by considering another segment of

the citY PoPulation.

The children of the post-war baby boom, born from the late 1940s

to the early 1960s, consti-tute the segment of the population that

would be at the prime childrearing ages. An examination of this group

between 1971 and 1981 shows that it did not increase its percentage of

the population, even in 1j-ght of the decreased number of young people

in the last census. The 1978 \^/innipeg housing study concluded that

the lack of growth of this group between 1971 and 1981 was the result

of out-migration of many residents of this age from the city in search

)of employment.' Therefore, the number of young families having chíldren

in i{innipeg v/as reduced. The older segment of the cityrs population

is more stationary, and their numbers have increased relative to other

age categories.

Equally as important as changes in population are trends in house-

hold sizes since the post-war baby boom. Between 1961 and 1981 ' average

household si-ze in l,./innipeg decli-ned from 3.6 to 2.6 persons. More than

half of this decline has occurred since I97I, when average household

size was 3.2 persons.3

Alternative styles of living have also become more i.mportant in

understanding population trends and housing needs. Statistics Canada

has acknowledged a category of the population called non-farnily households.
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This is a household of a type other than a married couple (with or without

children). The non-family household may be single adults, single parent

households, unmarried couples or other living arrangements. This category

of resident has been increasing rapidly in Winnipeg. Between I97I and

I¡BI, this group increased as a percentage of the total population in

Winnipeg by 10 percent. In the last census, non-family households

accounted for over 30 percent of the populatÍon total of l{innipeg.

Low birth rates and the out-migration of young families have resulted

in a dramatlc aging of l{innipeg's population. These trends help to

explain the decreasíng size of households. ln/hether the changes in house-

hold size and structure are reflective of a greater incldence of

dívorce, more childless couples, increased numbers of single person and

single parent households, more and younger empty nesters in the population,

increased longevity of the population, or any combination of these and

other factors, the trends do have significance to housing needs.

The diminishing size of households and the absence of children in

hlinnipeg would seem to favour forms of housing that are smaller. The

aging population would be suited to a form of housing that emphasizes

ease of access and requi-res minimal malntenance. Alternative styles of

living and household composition might best be served by a form of

housing that offers social interaction and a variety of choices ln

services, facilities or locations, rather than the space, seclusion

and social status of single family home ownership. The pattern of

changes in Winnlpegts population would seem to be conducive to an

alternative form of housing such as condominiums.
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TNG ACTTVITY IN I'/]NNIPEG

Figure III-1 illustrates the leve1s of dwelling starts in Canada over

t!

the study period.* They fluctuated in the period up to 1976, but declined

steadily afterward. The only disruption to the pattern of steady decline

was in 1981. That minor surge has been attributed by CMHC's market

analysts to one or more of the governmentrs tax shelters, construction

subsidies or ownership grant programs designed'to support the home

construction industry and bolster sagging sales and dwelling starts'

Thus, it was artifícia1 stimulation rather than market fot."".5

Flgure II:l-2 shows that the yearly levels of dwelling starts in

i,r/innipeg fluctuated similarly to the national figures prior to 1978.

The last years of the study period showed a rate of decline in dwelling

starts that was even more dramatic than the national trend. Between

1978 and 1980, dwelling starts in the city declined by B0 percent.

Similar to the rest of the country dwelling starts in Winnj-peg rose

slightly over the previous year in 1981 before resuming their decline

in the next year. That nost recent decline can, in part, be found in

the trends of population growth and household behavior. The population

growth in the 1970s was significantly lower than in the previous decade.

A1so, it has been stated that there was an overbuilding of homes in the

^l96Os." The fluctuation of dr¿elling start 1evels was probably due to the

uncertainty about the demand for housing, based on declining population

growth rates
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FIGURE III-1

CANADA YEARLY DWELLING STARTS
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FIGURE III-2

WINNIPEG YEARLY DWELLING STARTS
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Additionally, the latter part of the study period coincided with

general:'y worsening economic conditions that 1ed into the recesslon of

the earLy 1980s. Combined with the lower populatlon growth rate and the

overbuilding of homes in the previous decade, interest rates and the

cost of borrowing money were rising. The lower number of dwelling starts

toward the end of the study period indicates the lack of firm demand for

new construction and poor economic conditions for developers and potential

buyers.

A closer examination of ldinnipegts dwelling starts is provided in

Figure III-3, which shows them by dwelling type. Quite apparent 1s

the limited role in housing activity played by semi-detached, duplex and

row housing. During the early part of the study period, single family

and multi-family starts were about equal overa1l. In the latter part

of the study period, the total number of dwelling starts dropped and

was dominated by single family home construction. That concentration

on single family homes was largely the result of government prograns 
'

specifically, the discontinuation of several Federal government programs

7
affecting multi-family construction.' The Multiple Unit Residentlal

Building program (MURB) and the Assisted Rental Program (ARP) were a

tax shelter and rental subsidy respectively. i^/hen these programs were

discontinued, rnuch of the incentive for multi-family construction r+as

lost, which also explains, in part, the drop in dwelling start totals

after lg7!. Frrthermore, the end of 1982, lnterest rates were almost

20 percent. The cost of borrowing money was so high that housing

activity was slo\^/ed considerably.
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FIGURE ]ÏI_3

WINNIPEG DWELLING STAFìT
PROPOBTIONS BY HOUSING TYPE
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IPEG 'S DEVELOPMENT POLICTES

The City of \,linnipeg has recently completed a review of its existing

development policies and formulated a series of new ones to direct housing

and other activity for,the next twenty years. The former development plan

(By1aw 1117) was formulated in the mid 1960s, a period of rapid popula-

tion growth and economic buoyancy in the city. It was concerned with

accomrnodating new growth and development. For exarnple, the focus of

housing polícies was on suburban rather than downtown regions of the

cíLY.

Several studi-es on \dinnipegts housing were undertaken in preparation

for the new development plan. The studies outlined the most pressing

problems of housing and the major issues of future housing development.

The major problems were identified as affordability and the poor quality

of housing, particularly, poor quality rental housing.B \^/innipeg was

described as uníque among Canadian clties. The type of population

change and the housing problems were indlcative of an older city in a

state of decline. The studies reported that \^/innipeg bears a close

resernblance to a number of American cities in that t""p".t.9 They

also described \,r/innipeg as noteworthy among Canadian cities by having

the largest stock of poor quality housing j-n the .ountry.10 Demolition

of older and inferior quality rental structures \.{as seen as the major

11threat to the housing supply of the city.

The adverse effect of continued suburban developmenL was stated
1'-)

to be the major issue concerníng future development.'" Recommendations

for future housing policies advocated the allocation of funds toward
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repaír and reconstruction of older neighbourhoods and the need to monitor

13
future growth.'- There also was commentary on the impact of governrnent

1L

programs on the pattern of Winnipegts housing development.-' Given

the older nature of housing stock in the city, government programs such

as the Neighbourhood Improvement Program (NIP) and the Residential

Rehabilitation Assistance Program (RRAP) \^rere seen to have some value'

programs such as these, which offered low interest loans and grants to

homeowners to improve the quality of their housing, had beneficial

effects but their focus was on indivldual single family homes and excluded

the large multi-family residential developments '

In contrast, other government programs, such as the Assisted Home

Ownership Program (AHOP) , designed to bolster construction and sales

of homes, were directly blamed for the over-building of single family

homes and unwarranted suburban development 1n Winnipeg during the early
15

and mid 197Os.t' The same complaint could be 1eve11ed against the

$3,000 !-ederal grant for first tlme hone buyers, whlch was introduced

ín 1982, during the recent economic recession. \dhile the Federal

government did achieve its objective of ai-ding the struggling construc-

tion industry by offering these programs, it further aggravated

Winnlpeg's problems by promoting single family home construction at

the expense of exì-sting demand for other forms of housing.

Plan I^linnioes the title of the new development plan presented

in 1980, it restated the findings of the prelimi-nary studies and

offered recommendations for future development and specific housing

policies for the next twenty years. Because of the slow growth fore-

cast f or l{innipegts population, the housing stock \¡/as expected to
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grow s]- owly. The majority of housing starts was anticipated to be single

f.aníIy hones. However, the locational focus of the new development plan

ís ð,iff.erent from the old Plan. Plan Winnipeg stated that the future of

the ciLy lies in the existing older neighbourhoods and not in the sub-

urban PeriPherY'
I6

To reach that objective, Plan ü/inni oep has proposed a preferred

policy of development that is described as "infi11 and revitalj-zation",

which dedicates the city to a more complete utllization of existing

services and infrastructure. At present, existing services are being

under-utilized, while new suburban growth is creating a demand for the

same services in new locations. By promoting the containment of residen-

tial development, the city hopes to avoid duplication of services. A

second goal in promoting infil1 residentj-a1 development is to reduce

dependence on the automobile. Therefore, the housing policy will have

an impact on the demand for new and expensive transportation ""..ri."".17
In spite of the housing policies outlined in the neru plan,

developers have continued to build single family homes in the suburbs.

They had previously invested in tracts of land there and do not wi-sh

to forfeit their investments. That trend is bound to have repurcussions

on the pattern of multi-family development and condominiums.

CONDOMINIUM ACTIVITY IN W]NNIPEG

Through 1982, 115 condominium projects with a total of 9,450

individual units were registered in tr{innipeg. Slightly less than 50

percent of them were actively operating (54 projects and 3,668 units).

0f those, converted rental properties accounted for 73 percent (41 of

54 projects). 0n1y 13 active projects were newly built condominiurns.
1B
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The number of active condominiums relative to the number of registrations

indicates that registration 1s a speculative activity, particularly among

conversíon projects. The reduced profitability of rental housing,

aggravaLed by worsening economic conditions for developers and builders,

and the imposition of rent controls rnay have spurred a number of condo-

minium registrations. Developers may have registered their property in

anticipation of future limitations on the number of conversions allowed

by the city, which desj-res to protect a dwindling rental housing supply'

To date, however, only one project has been withdrawn from the condo-

ninium registry. In 1983, the Courts of St. James, a rental property

(3 buildfngs and 754 units), was registered as a condoninium. Although

there i,/as no move to se11 units immediately, tenants responded negatively.

The entire project was then sold within a year. The new owner planned

to continue operatlng the property as a rental project and has withdrawn

the registratíon of the project as a condominium'

OCCUP ANCY IN CONDOMTNIUMS

A study by CMHC found that only 44 percent of active condominiums

were ov/ne.-o..rrpi"d.19 Almost one quarter of the units were being

rented by investor-owners and a further 17 percent were being rented

by developers prior to sa1e.

There is also a distinction between ne\'/ and converted condominiums

in their occupants. Newly built condominiums have almost twice as large

a percentage of owner-occupants as conversj-ons (6I.57" and 37 .7% respec-

tively). A probable reason for this disparity is that new projects

generally offer a greater variety of facilities. In addition' more

modern units have the latest features and conveniences.
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Conversion projects had 20 percent of their units rented by developers,

while ne$/ condominiums had less than 10 percent of their units similarly

occupied. The percentage of investof-owned units being rented in con-

versions was double that in new condominium projects. Conversions appear

lo be preferred by investors, possibly because conversions are generally

less expensive than units in new projects. \n/hile a direct comparison of

conversion and new condominiurn sales prices is impossible since no tl,{o

projects are exactly the same in síze, location or amenities, some indication

of the differences can be obtained from the records of condominium sales.

In 1982, conversion units of all types and sizes ranged in price from

$26,99I to $89,993, while new condominium units being sold varied between

$34,000 and $106,500. The higher price of new condominium units may

explain why they have a slower rate of sales than do uníts in conversion

projects and why there are more of the latter type in the city.

The Rate of Condominium Growth

Condomlniums were slow to emerge in Winnipeg relative to other

Canadian cities. The fj-rst registered condominium in the cíty was

Thawani Towers in the winter of I97O-7I. As shown in Figure III-4 there

were no more registered for two years and only five condominiums by the

end of 1975. Beginning ín 1976, the number of condominiums registered

began to grow steadily and for several years the total supply increased

by 50 percent yearly. The major disruption to this pattern occurred 1n

1980 when the 1eve1 of registrations dropped significantly. There was

a resurgence in registration numbers at the end of the study period.
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Fígures III-5 A and B illustrate the yearly number of registrations

by condominium type. More than half of the new condominium registrations

occurred during 1978 and 1979. The announced end of the MURB program of

tax shelters for multi-family construction, and the onset of the economic

recessíon served to slow and almost eliminate registration of new condo-

miniurn projects at the end of the study period '

Conversion projects constitute the majority of registrations, and

appeared earlier due to the time 1ag in new construction. From 1974

onward, the number of conversions reglstered increased steadily. The

number of conversions registered in 1980 declined from. the leve1 of the

previous year, but j-n the last two years of the study period the number

of conversions being registered rebounded to the previous high 1evels.

Part of the explanatj-on for the pattern of condominium regì-stration

and entry of active condominiums onto the housing rnarket can be understood

in terms of the over-building of slngle family homes in the city during

the early and mid 1970s, and the domination of the construction market

by single family homes, discussed earller in the chapter. This combination

of factors 1ed to a glut of homes on the sales market between 1980 and

ÇB2.2O If a si-gnificant portion of condominium buyers in the city were

people wishing to move from single fami-ly homes, the large supply for

sale would work against those trying to sel1 their homes to finance

the.purchase of a condominium. This means that while a strong latent demand

for condominiums may have existed at the end of the study period, the

lack of an apparent firm demand would cause developers to delay in

borrowing rnoney at high cost for new condominium construction. Figure

III-6 shows the yearly additions to the registered condominium supply.
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F]GURE III_4

Yeorly Registrotions of Condominium Projects in Winnipeg
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FIGURE III-5

Condominium kojects Registered h Wirnipeg by Bdlding Type.
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Fígrsres III-7 A and B illustrate the yearly levels of condominium units

added ro the registered supply by the type of project. The figures show

the dorninance of conversion unlts being registered over new unlts being

constructed and registered, especially ín the latter part of the study

period. New condominiums are more susceptible to the variations in housing

demand, economic conditíons in the financing of construction and delays

assocíated with construction. conversíons are more immediately

responsive to demand since they involve only a change in the lega1 status

of rental properties and the active se11lng of the unlts. Quite often,

no najor repairs or alterations are carried out when a rental property

is converted.

Tables III-i and IIT-2 detail the yearly growth of actively operating

new and converted condomi-niums. Active condominiums are a subset of the

registered condominium stock that represent slightly less than half of

the total of all registered condomlniums, the remainder are speculative

condominlum activity. in most respects, the rate and periods of growth

of active condominiurns in the housing market paral1e1 the condominium

registration behavlor but involve smaller numbers. As with registrations,

the majority of new condominiums actively operating over the study period

began in 1977 and 1978. By comparison' more than half of active con-

version projects began operations in the last two years of the study

period. This corresponds with a period when rent controls were intro-

duced, and rental property owners may have been motivated to convert

at that particplar time by the limitations on profì-tability seen in
,s

this legislative action. In addition, developers of conversion projects
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F]GURE TII-6

Yeorly Additions to Supply of Condominium Units in Winnipeg
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FIGURE ITI_7

Condominium Units Added to Winnipeg Supply by Building Type
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TABLE III - 1

Active Condominiums - New Projects

number of
proj ects

I

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

4

3

2

0

0

number of
unitsyear

7970

r97l

r972

r973

r97 4

1"97 5

t97 6

r977

T97B

r979

1980

i981

I9B2

107

0

0

i19

0

0

0

170

360

140

B4

0

0

1aIJ 980

Source: Winnipeg Land Titles Office' Condominium Resistry.
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TABLE III - 2

Active Condominiums - Conversions

yeaf

r970

T97 I

r972

r973

r97 4

r97 5

r97 6

r977

T97B

r979

1980

198i

19B2

number of
projects

number of
units

0

0

0

0

z4

9s

70

4s9

474

347

154

B4B

277

n

0

0

0

1

1

J

4

4

6

3

1.4

5

41 26BB

Source: \^/innipeg Land Títles 0f f ice 
'

Condominium Reistrv.
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v/ere probably also takj-ng advantage of economic condj-tíons which were

working against new condominium construction to meet an existing

demand for condominiums. During the recent recession, which coincided

with the end of the study period, interest rates rose substantially,

rnaking borrowong for new condominlum construction impractical. Con-

versions not requiring refinancing of the property would be virtually

immune from the recession in that respect.

Having examined the growth trends in the supply of condominiums

in ldinnipeg, the next consideration is their distribution throughout

the city and the reasons behind that distribution.

Locational Classif ication

The City of l^/innipeg employs a system of locational classlfication

for housing and development activity that divides the city into six

areas known as Community Committee Areas. The origins of these areas

date back to the time before the creation of Unicity in 797 1, when

The City of tr{innines Act v/as passed by the Provincial government. The

legislation amalgamated 13 existing 1ocal governments into one and

established 12 districts within the city. A 1977 review of that act

combined the 12 districts into the six shown in Figure III-8.

The six Community Committee Areas are the cityrs locational system

for operating services such as fire protection, ambulance services,

social services and public works. The same syslem is also used by

organízaLions and government bodies such as CMHC in their analyses of

apartments and city vacancy rates, and the Winnipeg Land Titles Office

for their Condominium Registry. The discussion of condominium distri-

bution in the city also employs the same method of classlfication.
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Distribution of Reg lstered Condominiums

Figure III-9 illustrates the distribution of condominlums in

l{innípeg. The map indicates the clustering of condominiums in the

central part of the city (25 projects in a ten square block area),

and the popularity of the western and southwestern parts of the city

for condominiurn locations.

The central part of the city, the City Centre-Ft. Rouge Community

area, is the single largest focus of condominium registrations,

accounting for almost one third of all projects and uníts. It is

also one of the oldest areas of the city and the area of the largest

population concentration in ü/innipeg. The area includes the largest

concentration of rental structures, which makes it a prirne area for

conversion activity.

The next largest concentration of registrations was in the St.

James-Assiniboia and Assiniboine Park-Ft. Garry CommuniLy areas. These

are the western and southwestern portions of the city respectively.

These areas are newer portions of the city, developed primarily after

the second l{orld ln/ar. They include the majority of apartment buildings

and rental properties outside of downtown lJlnnipeg. These are

areas that have a demonstrated popularity for rnulti-family residential

development.

The two least popular regions of the city for condominium regis-

tration have been the Lord Selkirk-West Kildonan and East Kildonan-

Transcona Community areas. They contain. some of the oldest neighbour-

hoods as well as some of the ne\^rest areas of development. The common

characteristic of these parts of the city is the single focus of their
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residential development. l^/hile there has been some rental multi-famÍly

development, the nature of housing in these areas is the traditional

single family home neighbourhood. The last of the six city regions

is the St. Boniface-St. Vital Community area ín the southeastern

portion of hlinnipeg. This area ís the focus of some of the more

recent residential development, a mixture of single family and multi-

f.anil'y residential development. The latter type of houslng has been

limited by the distance to the downtown and inferior access to the

city centre relative to the more popular locations of multi-family

rental properties. The newer parts of this Community area do not

enjoy the established ínfrastructure of services that other regions of

the city enjoy.

Figure III-10 presents the actual numbers of projects registered

as condominiums in the various parts of the city, the correspondlng

number of units and average projecL size by area. The maps further

illustrate the popularity of the central part of the city for

registrations, The distribution of registered condominiums conforms

to the pattern of apartment and rental structure distribulion in
.2rl^/lnnlpeg.

Average project sizes vary across the cì-ty. The smallest projects

are located in the central part and reflectthe limited amount of space

and undeveloped land available in this area. The small size of rental

properties available there for conversion reflects the size and scale

of multj--family residential construction at the time that thls part of

the city was originally developed. The larger size of suburban condo-

minium projects is a function of larger amounts of space and undeveloped
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property and the larger scale constructlon of more modern developments.

Distribution of Active Condominiurns

Arnong active condomlniums there is a more stratj-fied pattern of

dispersal than was exhibj-ted by registered condominiuns. Figures III-11,

IIJ-I2, and III-13 illustrate the number of active projects, uni-ts and

average project sizes of condominiums in the six Comrnunity areas across

the citY.

The City Centre-Ft. Rouge Community area includes the central portion of

hlinnipeg, which accounts for more than half of all of the city t s

active projects and units. Condominlum conversions represent two thirds

of the active projects. Developers are taking advantage of the existing

structures and the lack of undeveloped space in this part of the city by

converl-ing rental properties rather than building new condominiums.

The appeal of this area is its proximity to downtown services and

facilities, and the ríverfront residential locations.

The disparity between areas of the city in terms of condominium

activity popularity become evident when the areas of Lord Selkirk-ldest

Kildonan, East Kildonan-Transcona, and St. Boniface-St. Vital are con-

sidered. Together these areas represent slightly more than 10 percent

of active condorninium projects in the city. As mentioned previously,

these Community areas include some of the oldest and most established

residential neighbourhoods, as well as some of the newest areas of

Winnipeg. The common characteristic of these areas is their established

nature as traditional single family home neighbourhoods.
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Since the majority of active condominiums in la/innipeg are con-

versions, it is predictable that they would be concentrated near

the downtown where the majority of rental properties (multi-family)

are located. Similar to the concentration of rental structures, the

western and southwestern portions of the city are the next most popular

locations for active condominiums. condominium activíty in these areas

,,Lilizes existing mult1-family rental properti-es for conversions ' as

well as the zoning, which allows for multi-family residential develop-

ment,andthetransportationandshoppinginfrastructure.Itseems

logical that condominlums would be drawn to the areas where existing

areas of multi-family residences are established and which provide the

services to cater to this type of living' various design features' and

recreational or soclal facilities which can be constructed to enhance

the attractiveness of condominiums in their marketing and sa1es.

WINNIPEG I 
S APARTMENT VACANCY RATE AND RENT CONTROLS

The monthly vacancy rate statistics complled by CIuf}IC have been averaged

to yearly rates in order to correspond to the format of the other statis-

tical data. The apartment vacancy rate is an indicator of the health of

the housing rnlx. The summary of housing activity indicated that the focus

of construction has been the single farnily home at the expense of rental

construction. The iVinnipeg housing reviews have found that demolition of

o1der, poor quality rental properties is removing rental units from the

supply ín l{innipeg. Condominiurn conversion further depletes the city supply'

Figure III-14 shows yearly apartment vacancies during the study period ' rates

that were rising along with condominium activity when the latter began in

earnest in the mid 1970s. Apartment vacancies reached their latest peak
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in I9BO, at the time of a surplus in the availability of single family homes.

l{hile condominium activity has been increasing to significant levels, apart-

n1¿¡l vãcãncy rates have been dropping dramatically, falling 4.5 percent from

ISBO to a level of less than 1.4 percent by the end of the study perlod.

The lack of new rental construction and the loss of rental units

through demolition, along with converslon of rental properties prompted the

province of Manitoba to introduce rent controls in 7982. The ful1 impact of

rent controls on all aspects of housing in Winnj-peg is not known. It is

true, however, that they limit the profitability of rental housing. The

rationale for their imposition rras to limit price incr.eases for a dwindling

supply of rental units. Rent controls may have actually prompted a number

of conversions of rental properties to condominiums and further tlghtened

the rental unit suoplv.

In recent years, rents have not kept pace with the rate of inflation

nor with the rise in costs for construction and operation of ho.t"itg.22

Viewing the pattern of growth in rents, relative to other prices more closely

tied to inflation, the imposition of rent controls seems to victimize the

owners of rental properties and rnay help to explain the high leve1s of

conversions at the end of the study period.

The imposition of rent controls is an acknowledgement of a growíng short-

age of affordable rental housing in tr{innipeg. However, if rental profits are

inhibited through rent ceilíngs, converted units are in dernand, and there

are no regulations to lirnit the number of conversions, developers will be

tempted to sel1 their units rather than rent them in order to obtain greater

profits. Rent controls nay serve as the catalyst for even more conversion

activity. Rental property owners may view rent controls as the first step
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FIGURE III_14
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Loward regulations 1imíting converslons, triggering a flurry of specula-

tive registrations and, in the long term, actually aggravate the rental

supply and price problems that rent controls were introduced to avoid.

CIIMMARY

The slowing of population growth in Canada and particularly in Winnipeg,

along with the declj-ne in household sizes establish that changes in the

nature of home buyers are occurring. This is confirmed by the dramatic

decline in construction starts for traditional types of housing. Part of

the reason for the decline in single family home starts has been attributed

to the overbuilding of this type of housing during the. past several decades.

The resulting sprawl has strained ldínnipegrs budget for all types of

services. . As a result, the municipal government has formulated new develop-

ment policíes which emphasize redevelopment and infi11 of older ' more cen-

tral areas of \{innipeg rather than new development at the periphery of the

city.

Since the mid 1970s, the number of condominium registrations and pro-

jects actively operating has grown steadily. More than 70 percent of active

condominiums are converslons of rental property. It is therefore understand-

able that the distrj-bution of condominiums closely para11e1s the locational

pattern of rental housing

The concentration of condoninium developnent on conversions could create

a major problem for the city. Given the lack of new rental construction,

conversions are depleting \,{innipegrs rental housing supply. The information

on i{innipeg t s apartment vacancies indicates that a serious shortage is

developing. The imposition of rent controls by the Provincial government
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CHAPTER IV

SURVEY OF CONDOMINIUM OWNERS IN I,^/]NNIPEG

The purpose of Chapter IV is to present the findings of a survey

of condominium owner-occupants in in/innipeg that was conducted as part

of this thesis. The summary of survey results is presented in order

to illustrate some of the demographic characteristics of owners, as

well as their perceptions and attitudes about their past and present

housing choices. The findings of this survey were analyzed comparative-

1y with several other studies of condominlum owners that include an

earlier study in \,Vinnipeg, and a Canadian national study, which have

been carrled out since I97O. The comparÍson allows for discussion

of the similarities and variatlons in the findings of these studies,

and attempts to offer some insight into these results.

THE WTNNIPEG CONDOMINIUM OWNER SURVEY

In an effort to obtain information about ohrner-occupants of condo-

miniums in Winnipeg and their views about housíng and condominiums

(theirs, and condominiums in general), a twenty eight questi-on survey

(See Appendix I) was dístributed to owners ín a dozen condominium

projects across the clty. The projects were selected by a statified

random sampllng method. A deliberate effort was made to include both

new and converted condominiums, and to ensure that the location of

the projects and the proportionate number of units corresponded gen-

era11y to the distribution of condominium projects and units identified

in Chapter III. The choice of projects to be sampled was also influenced

by the granting of permission to conduct sampllng of owners by the

managers and boards of directors that administered the condoiliniums.

87
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The projects sampled were categorized according to the locational

classification boundaries íllustrated in Figure III-8. 0f the tr^¿elve

projects sampled, five were located in the central part of the city

(City Centre-Ft. Rouge Cornmunity Area) ' two projects were in the

western portion of the city (St. James-Assiniboia Community Area), four

projects were included from the southwestern part of the city (Ft. Garry-

Assiniboine Park Community Area), and one project was sampled fron the

southeastern part of ldinnipeg (St. Boniface-St. Vital Communlty Area).

The 218 responses out of a potential total of 486 owner-occupied

units in those twelve projects represented a sample of approximately

10 percent of actj-ve condominiums in \dinnipeg.l The sampling was

conducted over a six month period between October 1982 and March 1983.

The data \,/ere compiled and are presented under the heading of the 1983

l{innipeg Study. This was done in order to distinguish the findings

of this survey from the results of a 1979 study of condominiums in

.2
wf nn]peg.

The data from the 1983 survey are presented in this chapter and

some ancillary results are also presented in Appendix II. Efforts were

nade to calculale correlations between responses to several questions

in the survey (see Appendix III). Comparisons were also made between

this survey and other studies of condominium owners: the 1979

Winnipeg study, and other studies from Canada and the United States,

to which references have previously been made. fn addj-tion to those

comparative tables included in the chapter, Appendices IV and V offer

additional comparative tables of the findings from national studies with

the 1983 !,/Ínnipeg study.3
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The following sections of this chapter analyze the responses to some

of the most important questions in the survey. The questions were

arranged into four groupings: those dealíng with ownerst past and

present housing choices, those concerned with characteristics of condomin-

iums, questions which dealt with demographic characteristics of owners,

and fina11y, several questions which addressed the saLisfaction of owners

wíth their condomi-niums. ln/here corresponding responses from other studies

of condominium owners is available, this surveyts findings are considered

in relation to them.

PAST AND PRESENT HOUS]NG

The first series of questions in the survey attempted to establish

the previous housing circumstances of condominium owners. By knowing

where and what type of housing they came from, and why they 1eft, this may

explain why they bought a condominium, their attitudes, and ultimately

their satisfaction with their form of home ownership.

Leng th of Ownership

The question was asked to ensure that the sampl.ing was a cr.oss-

sectional representation of new and longer term condominium owners.

A second objective was to determlne if there was some variance in per-

ception and attitudes with the length of ownership.

Table IV-l shows the distribution of owners by the length of

their ownership. The median length of ownership was two to three

years. The sampling showed a regular dispersal of ownership periods.

Over 40 percent of owners had lived in their condominiums for more than

three years, while one quarter of the sample had been owners for one to

two years.
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The period of ownership corresponds to the times at which condo-
L

miniums entered the housing market.' The correlatlon of ownership

periods with the expansion of the condominium supply would support

the idea that the owners were prlnclpally original owners of the condo-

minium units rather than resale unit buyers. An attempt to identify

differences in satisfaction levels with condominium living according

to the length of ownership showed no discernable correlation (see

Appendix III).

TABLE IV _ 1

Di stri brrt-i on of Lengths of Ownership

0-6 months

6 months 1 year

6.1%

6.17.

aÉ ao7LJ . L/o

19.17"

27.O7.

16.57"

1

2

3

2

aJ

5

years

years

years

than 5 yearsmore

Previous Residence

Responses to this question might identify another factor which

could influence satisfaction with condominium living. Condominium

owners who had previously lived in single family homes, rather than

apartments, would be expected to be accustomed to more living space
5

and privacy, and therefore to be more critical of condominiums. -

Table IV-2 shows that the majority of owners had previously

lived in single family homes. However, the correlation of satisfaction

1evels with condoniniums and the prevì-ous residences of owners
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showed no variance by the type of home previously occupied (see

Appendix III). Tt was expected that owners of condomj-niums moving

from Lradltional single famíly homes would be more critical of

alternative forms of home ownership such as condominiums, since they

would be accustomed to a larger average size of the living unit and the

greater autonomy afforded by the single family home in the suburbs.

TABLE TV _ 2

Distribution of Previous Residences

sÍngle family

apartments

duplex, semi-detached

townhouse or row

other

50.47.

39.r%

3.s%

2.67"

4.47.

Previous Occupancy

As important as the type of previous residence is Lhe nature

of previous occupancy. Condominium o!/ners who have had the experience

of owning another type of housing, have some basis for comparison of

condominiums. These owners would be expected to be better able to

compare the dollar value of condominiums with more traditíona1 home

purchases. Owners who had previously rented their housing have not

had a proprietary interest in their housing. Their experience has been

that of paying a monthly fee for a servi-ce, and they would be less

aware of particulars of construction quality or square footage of

livÍng space, and this might be reflected 1n difference in satisfaction

leve1s bet,¡een previous owners and renters.
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Slnce the survey has shown that the majority of the owners had moved

to condoniniums from single family homes, it is not surprising that the

najoriLy of owners had owned their previous housing. Table IV-3 il1us-

LraLes the distribution of prevíous occupany in the sample. As with the

previous questlon, the correlation of this variable with satisfaction

1eve1 (see Appendix III) shows no variance in satisfaction with condo-

minium living by previous occupancy. This substantiates the notion that

a condominium was the first choice of housing purchase, rather than a

substitute choice to a tradítional single family home necessltated by

the cost of traditional housing, a natural source of dissatisfaction that

would be reflected in the response to the question of satisfaction

with condominíums.

TABLE IV - 3

Distribution of Prevíous Occupancy Types

owned

rented

other

1983
\^/innipeg

study

52.27"

r979*
l{innipeg

studv

36.57.

44.4/o OJ . )/"

aeqJ. J/o

'k source: F. Derbentli, ttThe Role of Government Policy in Facilitating
Condominium 0wnership by Low Income Households." (MCP

Thesis: University of Manítoba, 1979), p. 64.

The 1979 survey of l{innipeg condominium owners found a ratio

of previous renters to owners of almost two to one. The difference

in the findings of that survey with the present one can be explained

in part, by the timing of the surveys. The 1979 survey was conducted
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at the same time that condominium activity in ldinnlpeg was just begin-
6

ning to accelerate." At that time, the condominium \^/as not yet a well

established forn of housing. In the interval between the two surveys,

the supply of condominj-ums almost doubled.7 Thus, the condominium

concept had gained in credibility as a housing form, and the supply

had been expanded to service a developing demand from single family home

owners in the suburbs, Part of the difference in the findings of the

two surveys of h/innipeg condorninium o\,/ners is in the projects sampled.

The Derbentli thesis dealt with 1ow income households and their condo-

minluns. This might have been a factor in the projects chosen for

sampling, although it was never explicitly stated. This v/as not a

factor 1n the selection of projects sampled for this thesis.

Distance Moved

The purpose in asking the distance moved from the last residence

was to guage the validíty of the notj-on that condominiums might serve

a role as a temporary housing choice for persons moving to the city.

Condominiums could present a home ownership alternative to the slngle

family home in cases where householders are transferred to the city

for an indefinite period by their employers and who might face further

transfers. For households moving to ldinnipeg from distant locations

without the opportunity to search for a home, the condominium can offer

an initial home purchase, prior to settling permanently in the city.

Table IV-4 indicates that the majority of condominium owners in

the sarnple purchased units in the same neighbourhood as -their prevlous

residence. In this study, the neighbourhood was broadly interpreted to

correspond to the Community Areas of the city outlíned in Figure III-8.
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More than 90 percent of the sample were already city residents prior

fo buying their condominiums, so it would appear that condominiums

are serving a 1ocal home buying rnarket rather than an initial or tempor-

ary housíng purchase for people moving to the city. This is also

understandable, given the overbuilding and large supply of single

famí1y homes on the housing rnarket in l{innipeg in 1983.8 Households

migrating to the city have a large supply of housing from which to

choose.

TABLE IV _ 4

Distribution of Distances Moved

same neighbourhood

same city

same province

o ther

sr.3%

4r.77"

2.6%

4.4/o

Previous Residence: Likes and Dislikes

Condominium owners \^/ere asked to indicate the factors which they

liked and disliked about their previous residence (Tab1e IV-5) to

discover what features of housing are important to owners and on

what basis they evaluate their homes. Because the majority of

condominium owners sampled bought their unit in the same neighbourhood

where they had lived previously, it is understandable that a third

of all responses stated that location was the feature of theír last

residence that was best 1iked. Space and amenities were the other

most popular features of the last residence. Since the majority of

the sample had resided in single family homes immediately prior to buying a
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A

TABLE IV - 5

Distribution of Previous Residences: Likes

location

space

view

aneniti-es

1 ife style

privacy

28.57.

4.rz

ZJ.O/o

4.r7.

O.)/o

B Distribution of Previous Residences: Dislikes

yard work

layout

construction

location

age of home

no security'

C OSIS

lack of amenities

neighbours

noise

nothing

16.B%

6.57"

2.57,

9.37"

r.97"

) .O/"

7L.27.

I 1.t7

r.97.

).1/o

36.57.
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condominium, they would be accustomed to the larger average slze of single

fam11y homes. When questioned about what they liked best regarding their

previous residence, owners \,/ere most often vague about specific

features; they had a general feeling of comfort and familiarity with

the more traditional forms of housing.

When condorninium owners were asked to state the features that they

disliked about their last residence, yard work and maintenance, along

with costs, were the responses most frequently given. The rationale

for choosíng a condominium as their next houslng purchase r¡/as clear:

maintenance-free living and lower average cost in comparison to a

traditional home. These are also the two features most often promoted

in condominiurn marketing and sa1es. However, more than one third of

all owners sampled indicated that there was nothing that they disliked

about their previous housing. Their decision to move and to purchase

a condomlnium had to do with factors other than dissatisfaction with

their previous residence.

Reasons for Leaving

The factors which precipitate housing change may not be the same as

the reponses to the question of what owners liked and disliked about their

last housing. Because of the significant percentage of the sample who

found no objections with their last housing, it is important to under-

stand their reasons for changing housing and for purchasing a condominj-um.

Table IV-6 indicates that changeS in family size and status accounted

for nearly half of the decisions to leave their last home. The principal
o

family change cited was the empty next syndrome.' Qnce children have
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grown and left home, the parents \,/ere left with a home that was too 1arge,

too costly, and too difficult to maintain. There are other family changes

which might precipitate housing changes, including separati-on, divorce,

and the death of a spouse. The changes in the population and the trends

in households in tr{innipeg identified in Chapter III have altered the needs

which the population requires their housing to serve. Condominiums cater

to smaller families and the problems whlch older households must face.

Only two of the survey respondents indicated that they had moved from their

prevíous residence because of expanding families. Declining health and

jobs were the other major motivations for housing change.

TABLE IV _ 6

Distribution of Reasons for Leaving Last Residence

children groi^/n and gone

costs

locat ion

amenities

building deterioration

space

family status change

job change

no security

health

35.67"

15.67.

o.t/"

I.T7"

J.J/o

5.67.

10.o7"

8.97"

4 .4/o

8.9%
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Reasons for Buvins a Condominium

l{hi1e the reasons for leaving the previous residence \^/ere fam11y

oriented, the reasons given for buying a condomínium were the desire to

own housing in order to build equity and to have some inflation protec-

tion in housing costs. Table IV-7 indicates that the other factors

determining the selection of a condominium over another type of housing

were features that are unique to condominiums, such as the freedon from

performing maintenance duties around the home, and amenities such as

added security above what could be offered in a traditional single famfly

horne.

TABLE IV 7

Distribution of Reasons for Buyíng, a Condominium

deslre to own (equity)

security

no maintenance

location

amenities

no desire to move

1 ifestyle

conveníence

size

no good rentals

35.77"

15.17"

20.57.

7 .6%

4.97.

z ¿inO.)/"

11q

) . /'/o

laq

. )/"
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Condominium as First Choice of Housin

This question was posed in order to determine whether condominiums

were serving a role as alternative housing for people who actually wished

to own a more traditional but more expensive single fam11y home, or did

not have the opportunity to search for such a home and were forced to

buy a condominium as a temporary housing measure. The survey indicated

that only 27 percent of the sample had considered some other form of

housing over a condominium. Thus, condominiurns appear to be the first

choice of housing purchases rather than an alternate housing choice

An effort was made to determine whether there was some correlatlon

between the condominium as the first choice of housing and the 1evel of

satisfaction with condominium living. The calculatíon showed no

slgnificant difference in satisfaction among those who purchased a condo-

minium as their first cholce of housing and those who did not (see

Appendix III).

Table IV-B illustrates the comparlson of this condomlnium owner

survey with the 1979 survey of tr^/innipeg. The later study shows that

more oi,/neïs are considering a condominium as their first choice of a

houslng purchase. This may reflect the expansion of condominíum supplies

in the years between the two studies, greater familiarity with the con-

cept over time, or a greater demand for condominiums which are now

being designed to offer a great variety of choices in prices, styles,

locations, and the amenities. A larger supply of projects in the

city means that a diversity of tastes and preferences can be served.
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TABLE IV - B

Condomin ium as First Choice of Housin

yes

no

1983
Winnipeg

studv

737.

11q

r97g',i'
lrlinnipeg

studv

5r.87.

48.2%

,lsource: F. Derbentli, trThe Role of Government Policy in Facilitating
Condominium Ownership by Low Income Households" (MCP Thesis:

University of Manitoba, f979), p. 65.

CHARACTER]STICS OF CONDOMINIUMS

The responses to this series of questions provided both factual

information about the condominiums being sampled and perceptions about

the Units. This helps to explain the reasons for buying a condominium

and the later responses in the survey concerning satisfaction with condo-

miniums and plans to move.

Slze of the Condominium

Table III-9 reveals that more than half of the sample purchased condo-

miniums that were smaller in size than the last home. Furthermore, over

90 percent of the owners sampled purchased condorniniurns with the same

number or fewer bedrooms than their previous residence. This further

supports the idea of the empty nester syndrome. It has already been

stated that a large percentage of the survey respondents stated that

they moved from their last residence due to changes in size and status

of their families. Only 11 percent of the sample of owners bought

condominiums with more bedrooms than their last home. Purchasing a
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condominium wlth more bedrooms than the last home would possibly

indicate plans for a larger family or a desire to make a statement of

increasing social status and afflu"n.u.10 Only a sma1l percentage of

the sample fe1l into this category, indicating that neither of these

options was a major priority in the decision to buy a particular condo-

minium

TABLE IV - 9

Size of Condomlnium Relative to Last ResidenceA

larger

smaller

the same

24.47"

52.27"

aa rqLJ. J/o

B Number of Bedrooms in the Condominium

more

fewer

the same

TT,3%

47 .o%

4I.l/o

Condominium 4ge

The survey of condomínium owners sought to identify the mixture of

condominiurn types included in the sample. Understanding the type of

condominium involved, conversíon or new project, might explain per-

ceptions owners have about their projtect.

0n1y B percent of the o\^/ners stated that their unit was in a nelú

condorninium. Two thirds sald that their unít \^/as part of a conversion

project. However, probably the most important feature that emerged j-n
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the response to this question was that one quarter of all respondents

indicated that they did not know the category into which their unit fit.

Since this information is part of the documentation of all condominium

declaration material at the time of registration, the number of uninformed

responses indicates that a significant percentage of owners have not read

all of the information that was provided concerning the project or their

unit .

Condominiurn Features: Likes and Dislikes

The survey included several questions relating to design features of

the ownerst condominj-ums. A list of f ourteen f eatures \,/as presented and

respondents were asked to rate the five features which they found most

appealing in order from one to five. The fixed number of features from

which to choose allowed for comparative consideration of them. The same

procedure and list of features were employed in asking owners to rank

those which o\{ners disliked. The results of these questi-ons are summarized

briefly below and are reproduced in more complete tabular form in Appendix

II.

The rnost popular features were the overall size and the layout of

the unit. This response is not surprising, bearing in mind the reasons

given for leaving the last residence. The next most popular features

of the condominlums were structural ones such as soundproofing, construc-

tion quality, external appearance of the unit, individual room sizes,

and laundry facilities.

ln/hen owners hrere asked to indicate the features which they disliked

most about their condominiums, the largest negati-ve responses were to
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the kitchen cupboard and closet space. l^Jhile many traditional single

f.aníIy homes have separate kitchens and dining rooms, one of the methods

of minirnizing space in multi-family and modular living units (both rental

and condominium) is to combine the two areas, making both srnaller and more

11
functional. 

,* It is also probably the area of the living unit which

cannot be measured and judged without having 1íved in the particular unit.

The other rooms can be measured and the space visualized in terms of the

furnishings that will be put into a room. It could be argued that the

same amount of space is required to cook and serve for a smaller fam11y as

for a larger one. The most probable explanation for the lower satisfaction

with these features comes from the fact that the majority of owners sampled

previously lived in a single family home, thus having become accustomed

to a certaj-n amount of space. AnythÍng less seems inadequate.

A significant number of owners (17 percent of the sample) indicated that

there was nothing that they disliked about their condominium. Using

the same list of features, it was posslble to arrive at a net response

to both individual features and the entire set of condomi-nium features.

The entire set of features exhibited a positive net response, and unit size

and layout showed the largest positive net response from owners 1n the

sample.

Poor Quality A,spects of Condominiums

While the previous question dealt v¡1th likes and disllkes of

features inside the condominium unit and the common areas, this question

asked owners to respond about features outside of the condominium which

were seen to be of poorest quality or design. The question presented
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a LisL of features, and owners were asked to rank them in order of the

strength of their negatíve feelings about them. The responses to the

question are summarized below and presented in a more complete tabular

form in APPendix II.

The distribution of responses among the features listed was fairly

regular. Parklng facilities, or the lack of them, was the most frequently

c j_ted f actor disliked by the condominium ol^/ners. The data presented in

Chapter III indicated that the majority of condominium projects ln

Winnipeg are conversions. Some of these converted properties \^/ere built

at a time when automobile ownership was less cornmon than today. The

downtown location of many of these converted properties means that the

cost of land was high and the amounts of space available for parking

facilities \,/as limited, relative to suburban properties. Part of the

rationale for building the rental properties near the downtor,vn was to

provide housing that was accesslble to the city centre for lower

incorne households who could not afford a car

Given that the majority of condominium owners previously lived in

single family homes, mostly in the suburbs, it would be expected that

many households would have at least one car, and in many cases two cars'

where both spouses work in different parts of the city. Since most

condominiums were originally designed as rentals, parking spaces were

not allocated for even one car per unj-t in many cases.
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RAPHIC CHARACTER]STICS OF OWNERS

The objective of the next series of questions \A/as to develop a

general demographic profile of condominíum owners and their house-

ho1ds. This profile could be compared with profiles developed 1n other

studles and also to the demographic profile of households in ldinnipeg.

Age of Household Head

The results outlined in Table IV-10 show a distlnctly older pro-

file of condominium householders. More than three quarters of res-

pondents v/ere over the age of fifty years. The sampling showed an

absence of young householders and children. The profile of condominium

owners which emerged is consj-stent with the findings of the analysis

of l{innipeg's population and household trends, discussed in Chapter III.

Comparing the results of the Winnipeg survey with the findings of

the i970 Canadian national study showed a great disparity between the

age profiles of owners. The national study had a much younger group of

householders and very few elderly owners. However, that study was

dominated by the housing rnarkets of Toronto and Vancouver. The price

of traditlonal homes in these cities put them beyond the reach of many

young households. It appears that condominiums provide an affordable

housing purchase for this group, indicated by their numbers in the

national sampling. By comparison, Chapter III has illustrated that

the younger households are a dwindling population group in l{innipeg

and this ís reflected in their lack of representation in the 1983

I,{innipeg condominium or,,/ner survey
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TABLE IV - 10

Comoarison of Ages of Household Heads

under 20 years

20 - 29 years

30 - 39 years

40 - 49 years

50 - 59 years

60 years +

N/A

1983
l{innipeg

studv

0 .07.

6.87.

s.B%

9.7%

30.7%

47 .67.

197 0'1.

Canadian
study

.3 07.

48.752

37 .O07"

r0.302

3.757"

r.657"

4.357"

'itSource: Condominíum Research Associates National Survey of Condominíum

Owners (Toronto: 1970).

The i979 l{innipeg condominium study by Derbentli explored the

opportunities for low income households to own condominiums in Winnipeg.

Included was a stratified sampling of condominium owners. That survey

found that 54 percent of the sample were householders under the age of

thirty five years. 0n1y 39 percent of the sample \^/ere over the age of

forty fÍve years. Even taking into consideration the time lapse between

the 1979 and 1983 surveys, the age proflles of condominium owners in the

sampling were quite different. The results of the 1979 survey closely

resembled the fíndings of the 1970 Canadian national study.

The explanatíon for the difference between the age profiles of the

two Winnipeg surveys of condominium owners may rest with the projects

sampled in each survey. The Derbentli study focused on 1ow income

households and their condominiums, and although it v/as never explicitly
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stated, it is not unreasonable to conclude that lower cost projects were

in the majority. This would explain the concentration of younger house-

holds just starting to build their families and making their first home

purchase. Young householders would be expected to be drawn to the less

expensive condominlums than would the more established and financially

secure older households. The 1983 l{innipeg survey did not make any

príor distinction about prices or incones in projects sampled.

Household Structure

The sampling of l^linnipeg condominium owners indicated that more

than 60 percent were married couples. Single persons or parents were

16 percent of the tota1, while a further 12 percent of owners were

widowed.

Table IV-11 compares the household structure of l^linnipegts condo-

minium owners with the findings of the 1970 Canadian national study of

condominium owners. Both studies found that the majority of house-

holds consisted of married couples, constituting the vast majority of

households in the nationàl study. The younger age profile of owners

in the national study might explain the greater íncidence of married

households. \^Jith the older age profile of Winnipeg condominium

owners, death of spouses, separation, and divorce have reduced the per-

centage of married couples in the sampling. The time between the

stud.ies has also been marked by a greater tolerance of alternative

lifestyles such as single parent households.
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single

widowed

other

N/A

1983
Winnipeg

studv

6r.77"

15.77.

72.22

10.47.

TABLE IV - 11

Compa rison of Household Structure

108

1970*
Canadian

stud

91.77"

4.0%

I .4/o

1nq

.1,/o

Na tional Survev of Condominium'l'source: Condominium Research Associates,
Owners (Toronto: 1970) .

Number of Children

This question was posed to be able to compare condominium and

national family sizes. One third of the sample of owners indicated

that their families included two children. Almost as many (25 percent)

were childless families. The mean number of children in the sarnple

households was the same as the national average, two children.12

Even though family sizes among l^/innipeg condorninium ordners were

comparable with national averages, less than one percent had more than

one child living with them. In facL, childless couples accounted for

84 percent of the l{innipeg condominium oi^/ners sampled. The advanced

ages of condominium households in l{innipeg meant that their chlldren had

grown and no longer lived with their parents. Condominium households

in ln/innipeg \dere actually smaller than average household sizes

because of this. The average number of children in \,linnipeg condomini ums
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are 0.2 There was an average of one child per condominium in the

Canadian national study, reflecting the younger age of householders,

in the child rearing stage of their lives.

TABLE TV - 12

Comoarison of Number of Children at Home

1983
Winnipeg

stud

0 83.52

t 75.62

2 .9%

3-
4+

'l'source: Condominium Research Associates ,

Owners (Toronto: 1970).

1.970¿'
Canadian

studv

38.87"

aa -107
LJ . I /o

23.97.

8.77"

4.9%

National Survev of Condominium

0ccupations

The 1983 i^linnipeg survey of owners found that the largest group

was employed in white co11ar occupations (as defined by Statistics

Canada). The Winnipeg population profile identified in Chapter TII

explains the 30 percent r,¡ho are retired. Cornparing white collar to blue

collar employees showed a ratio of more than seven to one. This same

disparity in the nature of employment was evidence in the 1970 Canadian

national study (Tab1e IV-13). The 1981 census revealed that the ratio

of whíte co1lar employment to blue collar in Winnipeg is slightly more

than two to on".13 This indicates that home ownership, whether it is

condoñinium or a traditional single family home, is sti1l beyond the
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means of many blue co1lar households. Even if average prices of condo-

miniums are less than for traditional homes, their owners are concen-

trated among white collar workers.

TABLE IV - 13

Corn rison of Occu ations

blue collar

white co11ar

professional

retired

other

1983
l^/innipeg

studv

B .07.

4J. //"

rs.2%

30.47.

11qa. t /o

1970'1.
Canadian

studv

g .o7"

53.97"

3L.27"

tr, oE
J. )/O

National Survey of CondomÍnium'ksource: Condominium Research Associates,

0wners (Toronto: I970).

Level of Education

The condominíum survey also asked the respondents to indicate

their level of educatíon. Table IV-14 shows the distribution of responses.

The findings show a very well educated group of condominium owners. More

than half of the households are headed by an j-ndividual with a university

degree. This corresponds to the high percentage of owners who are

employed in white co11ar employment and careers.

Comparing the results of the l{innipeg survey with the findings of

the Canadian national study, the tr{innipeg sample has almost

twíce the percentage of owners with university degrees or professional
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school rraining than the national study. The disparity between the findings

of the Winnipeg survey and the earlier national study may result from the

tine span between the surveys. In 7970, the supply of condominiums nation-

wide was limited in number and the variety of styles and prices. By 1983,

when the survey was completed in l,/innipeg, the market in the city had expanded

to appeal to a variety of individuals and their housing needs and desires.

It would seem that the individuals with better education and better paying

jobs have the financial independence to wait to enter the condominlurn

market when the condominium supply has expanded with time and populari-ty

to include a variety of styles and prices that specifically cater to their

requirements in housing. Factors such as the 1ow population growth rate

and the creation of social housing programs for low íncome households by

the Provincial government may have slowed the evolution and delayed expansion

of the condoninium market.

TABLE IV _ 14

Comparison of Education of Household Heads

public school

some high school

high school

some university
university degree

professional school

trade school

N/A

'ksource: Condominium Research Associates,

Owners (Toronto z I97O) ,

J. //o

National Survev of Condominiums

1983
Winnipeg

Study

4.O/o

33.97"

33.07.

24.87.
t 147

19 70'k
Canadian

Stud

4.r7.

20.87"

24.77"

16.77"

15.87"

12.27"
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Incomes and Housing Cost

The rule of thumb that has come to be accepted in financial circles

1n North America is that the price of the home being purchased should not

exceed two and one half times the annual salary of the household. Condo-

minium owners were asked what percentage of their condominium price

they earned 1n a year. Bven with the escalation in housing costs and

the recent rapid increases in inflation and rnortgage rates over the past

decade, only 2 percent of the sample v/ere even near this price limit

in their housing choice. The sample showed that annual incones averaged

75 percent of the price of their condominiums. It should be noted that

the 30 percent of the sample households who were retired individuals

or couples were excluded from this calculation.

The responses indicate that the choice of a condominium as the

houslng purchase was not due to the inability of people to afford a

traditional single family home. Expense is a considerat.ion in any housing

purchase but it would not appear to be the major one among the condo-

minium owners sampled. The majority of the sample households were

prevlously owners of traditional homes. ldhen they were asked about

their housing costs, more than half of them indicated that their monthly

housing costs are less now than in theír last home. This would support

the notion that condominiums, lrrespective of style or price ' are

cheaper on average than comparable single family homes.
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A TOWARD CONDOMINIUMS

The final series of questlons dealt with present feelings about

condominiums and future housing p1ans. By asking about immediate plans

to move ' expected next housing, and satisfaction with condominiums '

some insight could be gained into what ro1e, and how well this form of

home ownershiP is Perforrning '

Plans to Move

ldhen questioned about whether they had any plans to move from

thelr condominiums, 93 percent of the owners sampled indicated that

they did not intend to move in the near future. Additionally, all of

the owners were asked what type of housing they desired for their next

home. only B percent responded that they would like to own a single

family home, while 36 percent indicated that they would contínue to

live in a condominium (Tab1e IV-15). The majority of owners had no

specific plans with respect to their next housing' That reflects a

high percentage of owners v¡ho don't plan to move '

Thesinglemostcommonresponsefromownersinthesurvey,which

reflected the age profile of the sample, was that they believed that

the decision to buy the condominium that they presently occupiecl was

the last voluntary housing choice that they would make. The owners cited

faì-1ing health as the major reason for them to nove out of their condo-

minium and felt that their next move would either be to a hospital or to

some other housing facility that extended health care as part of its

service. Condominium owners did not consider this type of move as a

housing decision, but rather, a health care decisj-on'

1

:

i
:

:

I

l

:
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TABLE IV _ 15

Compar j-son of Next Housing Choice

1gB3 l979rr
\,iinnipeg hlinnipeg

stud study

single familY home B'47' 44'57'

condominium 36 '47" 35 '57"

other 55 'I7" 20 '07'

,i.so'rce: F. Derbentli, t'The Role of Government Policy in Facj-litating

condominium Ownership by Low Tncorne Households (MCP Thesis: -

Uníversity of Manitoba, 1979), p. 66'

Table IV-i5 compares this survey of condominium owners with

the 1979 Winnípeg survey by Derbentli with respect to what respondents

desire for their next housing. one interesting feature of the comparison

is the nearly identical percentages who indicated that they would con-

tinue to live in condominiums. The major dissímilarity was the desire

to own a single family home. As stated earlier' previous data

indicated that the condominlum owners in the 1979 sampling were previously

renters and that the condominium was their first housing purchase ' In

the 1983 survey, the majority of owners had moved from single family

home ownershiP to a condominlum'

Satisfaction Level

The final question asked condominium owneIS to evaluate their satis-

faction with condominium living by rating it on a scale from one to five'

One represented "very satisfiedtt and five meant ttvery disappointedtl'

Table IV-16 illustrates the range of the responses'
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The fact that there were so few negative responses is an endorsement

of condominiums as a home ownershíp form. It could be argued that the

owners might be responding in this positive manner as self-justification

for their decision to have bought a condominium. However, other questions

and the responses which they elicited indicated that owners are indeed

happy with their housing and are not merely endorsing condominiums to

save face. The responses to the demographic questions lndicate that

owners respondlng to the survey represented a wide variety of backgrounds

and circumstances. It appears that condominiums serve the needs and in-

terests of a fairly heterogeneous group of households.

The major drawback to the narrow range of responses to the questlon

of satisfaction was that whenever any type of correlation calculation

was attempted between satisfaction and some other factor, no signíficant

result was obtained (Appendix III). Thus, the survey could only esta-

blish dernographic details of a sample of owners and their perceptions

about past and present housing. The analysis was unable to identify

factors which could influence and determine satisfaction 1evels of

owners wlth condominium living

TABLE IV - 16

Distribution of Satisfactíon Levels

very satisfied

moderately satisfied

neutral

moderately disaPPointed

very disappointed

70.47.

27 .0%

r.t%

r.ú/"

o.ú.

1
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UMMARY AND FURTHER COMPARISONSS

The profile of Winnipeg's condominium oh/ners which emerged from the

responses to the survey was remarkably consi-stent. The majority of res-

pondents had moved to condominiums from single family homes which they

had owned. Very f ew or^¡ners v/ere new residents in i,'/innipeg and nore than

half bought condominlums in the same part of the city where they had

previously resided.

The responses to the questions concerning previous and present

housing, and the reasons for buying a condominium emphasized several

features. Since most of the survey respondents had been home owners

previously, the desire to own their housing was not their primary moti-

vation. Changes in family size and status, along with the appeal of

maintenance-free living were the nost common reasons given for buying

a condominium.

All of these responses are largely explained by the age profile of

respondents to the survey. The overwhelming majority of owners in the

survey were householders in their fifties and o1der. These people are the

empty nester segment of the population. Their children have grown and

moved out to start their own families, leaving the parents in homes that

are too large for their needs and difficult to maintain. The responses

to the questions about ohrnerst plans to move and their satisfaction

with condominium living indicates that this fonm of home ownership is

well suited to this segment of the populatíon. Condominiums offer the

security of home ownership and a variety of choices in terms of housing

styles, sizes, prices, locations and amenitíes, while freeing householders

from maintenance duties, which is irnportant at this stage of their li-ves.
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The comparison of the 1979 Derbentli study of ln/innipeg's condo-

mínium owners and the survey undertaken for this thesís shows marked

differences in the data results. The similarities of the two studies

with respect to household size, proportions of single and married couples,

along with the absence of children in the households sampled are over-

shadowed by a significant difference. The data on the age profiles,

previous housing and the preference in future housing, indicate that the

respondents in the Derbentli study are different from the Sroup sampled

in 1983. Derbentlits owners are younger households just starting their

families and making condominiums their fírst housing purchase. The

1983 l{innipeg survey establishes an older profile of owners who have

moved to condomlniums from more traditional single family homes, where

they have already raised their families. The two profiles are of groups

in different stages of their life cycles.

The comparison of the latest survey results 1n \n/innipeg with the

findings of the 1970 Canadian national study results shows the same

discrepancy in the age profiles. The inconsistency in the nature of

the two groups of owners is reaffirmed throughout the cornparison of

findings in the studies (see Appendix IV). The divergence between the

profiles of owners helps to explain the differences in the nature and

tenure of their prevì-ous housing prior to buying a condominium and the

difference in their desires for their next housing. Owners ín the

Derbentli and Canadian natj-ona1 studies were striving for single family

home ownership. Owners in the 1983 Winnipeg survey have already owned

homes and raised their families there. Their children are now grown
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and have left home. Owners in the 1983 survey have moved to condominiums

because they no longer need or want the Space, cost, and maintenance

duties of a traditional single family home.

One explanation of the compatability of the age profiles in the

Derbentli study and the Canadian national study may be in the time at

which they were corrducted. The national study was undertaken when condo-

miniums and the market for them was just developing across the country.

The Derbentli study occurred at the same stage of condoninium develop-

nent in Winnipeg even though it was nine years later. It may be that

these two studies characteríze a burgeoning condominiurn market, while the

findings of this latest study reflect a more mature condominium market

and the pecularities of population and household trends in the past

several years.

The varlance betr,¡een the findings of this latest l{innipeg study of

condominíum or^rners and the results of the earlier studies in l,{innipeg

and Canada that have been used for comparison, do not invalidate the

results of the survey done for this thesis. They do raise questions

about the nature of condominium development. The national studies both

reflect a locational b1as, and the differences in their findings may be

the result of the different times at which they were conducted, the extent

of condominium development at those tines, or the differing characters of

the two countries. Comparing this latest survey of ldinnipeg condominium

owners with the Derbentli study raises the question of whether the nature

of condominium owners change with time, greater condominium development,

changing population characteristics, or merely the projects which are

included in the sampling.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

SYNOPSIS

The pattern of residential land use in North America during the

twentieth century has been based on a hierarchy of land values, with the

most expensíve land located at the city centre and values generally

decreasing with dístance away from that area. l.^/ith traditional housing

development, the highest priced and newest housing has been concentrated

at the periphery of cities to appeal to upper income households. As the

rnore affluent residents have been drawn to the suburbs, the older and

lower cost hornes closer to the downtown have been left for successively

lower income groups to take over and inhabit. Lower income households

have come to be associated with older homes in older neighbourhoods,

and ln rental housing close to the city centre. Multl-family rental

housing has utilized economies of scale to permit lower income households

to live close to the downtown on land that ls more expensive than

suburban land on which new single family homes were being bui1t. The

purpose has been to naximize accessibility to work locations and to

minimize travel time and expense. Fligher income resldents were assumed

to have the means, both financial and temporal, to travel longer and

further in order to reach shopping and work locations.

The expansíon of cities and massive suburbanization of North America

in this century was facilitated, in part, by innovations and improvements

in transportation technology and j-nfrastructure. Once accessibility was

no longer the key issue in residential location decisions, price and social

status became nrajor elements in shaping housing trends and city morphologies.
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Ownership of a single family home ín the suburbs was the rrNorth

American Dream". It represented the goals and aspirations of families

and was a testimonial to thej-r 1evel of achievement. This is not to say

that there were no practical reasons for the proliferation of single

family homes after l,Jorld War 1I. The latent housing demand of the

depression era was intensified by returning servicemen who married and

began having children, thereby requiri-ng space and privacy in which

to raise them. The result of the increased demand for and supply of

single farnlly homes in North American cities resulted in a change to

an established spatial and social structure which was counter-productíve.

Uncontrolled urban sprawl created a variety of social, service, admini-

strative, and fiscal problems for city governments.

Housing needs and desires have been altered since the post World

War II period. Population growth rates and household sizes have

declined while the cost of traditional home ownership has risen dramati-

cal1y. The combination of these factors has prompted people to look

for alternative forms of housing and home ownership. People sti11 want

the financial security of ownership, but in a form which is less expen-

sive and better suited to smaller family sizes. The social statement

made by housing has become less important than functionalism and appeal-

ing to a wide variety of tastes, preferences, and lifestyles. These

appear to be the prime determinants of housing choice in the 1970s and

i9B0s

0f the housing forms whj-ch have emerged as alternatives to the

traditional suburban single family home, condominiums have become the

fastest growing form of fixed site housíng. They offer a wide range of
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benefits to consumers and producers, among which are the econornic advan-

tages of ownership, a variety of styles and prices, locations, amenities,

and recreational facilities from which to choose. Additionally, condo-

miniums offer their owners the freedom from performing exterior mainte-

nance duties around the home. This is especially important for a popula-

tion with increasing numbers of elderly person and a growing nurnber of

households where both spouses r¡ork and do not have the time to perform

these duties. For developers, condominiums utilize the economies of

multi-family construction, offer a high profit potential, and a quick

turnaround on investment. For owners of rental property, whose profits

have been declining over the years, its conversion to condominiurns has

allor,¡ed them to sel1 their property as individual units in housing

markets where they could not sell it as a rental operation.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

The objective of this thesj,s was Lo analyze various aspects of

condominium activity in \{innlpeg. While condoniniums did not emerge

in i{innipeg until later than most major North American cities, their

place in the cityrs housing supply has steadily lncreased since the

mid 1970s.

The total number of registered condominiums is slightly more than

double the number of actively operating condominiums. The disparity

between registered and actively operating projects indicates that

registration is a speculat j-ve measure by some o\¡/ners and developers.

The number of registrations Ís important though because it gives an

indícation of the levels of future condominium activity.
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The majority of l{innipeg's condominiums (both registered and actively

operating) are conversions of rental properties rather than newly built

projects. Because of this domination of the supply by what were formerly

rental properties, it ís not surprising that the distribution of condo-

miniums across the cily corresponds to the pattern of rental property

locations. Newly buí1t condominiuns also follow this locational pattern,

utilízing the zoning, service and transportation infrastructure which

already exists in these areas to cater to the needs of concentrated

numbers of households. The majority of condominiums in the city are in

the downtown areas, adjacent to the city centre and along several major

transportation arteries, similar to the rnajority of multl-family rental

properties.

Empty nesters, that is, older couples whose children have grown

and left home, were discovered, through the survey of condominium owners

carried out for this thesis, to be the largest population group living

in condominiums in l{innipeg. They have moved from the single family homes

where they raised their children, and relocated in condominiums closer to

the city centre. The reason most often given for leaving theì-r last

residence was a change in the size or status of the family. Diminishing

family sizes, aging householders, and their smaller space requirements are

well suited to the condominium form of home ownership. The appeal of

maintenance-free living is obvious for older householders. The financial

security and inflation protection of ownership compared to renting would

be expected to attract an older population, many of whom are approaching

retirement or are already retired. The choice of locations, styles, and

amenities offered by condominiums substitutes for the space, privacy,
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and social status of traditional homes, and reflects changing needs and

priorities in the housing choices of this group.

The census data indicate that the overall trends i-n population and

households in I'Jinnípeg are consistent with the findings of the condominium

owners survey. As a group, empty nesters are a significant and growing

segment of the city population. tvinnipegts 1ow birth rate and lack of

young households raising families predisposes the housing industry to

develop alternative forms of housing. Condominium development is a response

to the changing nature of the population that Ís confirmed by the

popularity of that form of housing.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS

The competition between condominiums and rental housing for existing

propertles represents a major conflíct in l{innipegts housing. Condominium

development conforms to Winnipegrs development pollcies for housing

because of its concentration in downtown locations rather than in peri-

pheral portions of the city where single family home development has been

concentrated and caused a strain on the city?s administrative abilitles

and budget. Additíonal1y, condorninium conversion has contr:ibuted to the

revltalization of exlsting housing in older neighbourhoods. However, the

statistical data on housing lndicate that conversion of rental property

has been a contributing factor to a growing shortage of rental housì-ng units

in the city. The lack of new rental housing starts and the demolition of

older and poor quality rental units have also shared in creating a

situation where rental housing is in short supply. Apartment vacancy

rates in Winnipeg show that while condominiurn conversion activity has

been increasing, the supply of rental units has declined dranatlcally.
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The shortage of rental units has already forced the Provincial government

to ímpose rent increase limits in order to avoid profiteering by the

owners of the remaining rental properties, and the consequent victimi-

zaLion of households at the lower end of the income sca1e.

The discussion of various Provincial and Federal government housing

programs in Winnipeg has shown that, while they may have achieved their

objective in bolstering a sagging construction industry and enhancing home

sa1es, they have had a negatíve impact on l{innipeg's housing supply. Govern-

ment programs have artifically disrupted the economic forces which determine

the supply of and demand for housing, and have híndered private sector

housing activity by diverting resources away frorn construction for which

there is a demand. Developers have been enticed by construction subsidies,

grants, and tax shelters designed to promote a certain type of construction.

Government intervention into lr/innip"g's housing market may have produced

results more serious than the problems which \,,rere to be alleviated. For

example, the imposition of rent controls to regulate the cost of rental

housing in a dwindling market may actually have spurred some rental property

owners to convert their properties to condominiums rather than face the

prospect of limlted future rental prgfits thereby exacerbating the

original problem of a rental housing shortage.

The signlficance of the present survey of condominlum o\^/ners to

developers lies in the identification of a target population, and the most

efficient allocation of their resources. Other studies of condominium

owners in \,{innipeg and nationwide have identified tr.ro major profiles of

condominiun owners, ernpty nesters and young households, the latter making

their first housing purchase. This survey found that Winnipeg's condo-

minium or,{ners are almost exclusively empty nesters. This information
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al1ows developers to concentrate on the design of projects that appeal

to this particular population group. Locations for condominiums can be

chosen to rnaximize accessibility for an increasingly less mobile group of

owners. The layout of units can be directed toward minimizlng distances

to be walked and stalrs to be climbed. The recreational and social

amenities included in the project will be influenced by the needs, abilitles,

and interests of this older population group. Armed with this informa-

tion on who are the rnost 1ike1y buyers of condominlums in \^/innipeg,

developers can effici-entIy uLili-'ze their investment capital and effectively

market their product, thus se1l units quickly and profitably. Other

responses in the condominium owners survey provide insights into the

motivations behind housing changes, and factors and speci-fic features that

are important t.o consumers in their housing choices. This knowledge can

influence future develoPment.

TOPICS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

The stated objective of this thesis was Lo analyze various aspects

of condominiums. Beyond this, a secondary purpose of the'research was

to gain some understanding of why this form of home ownership has grown

so quickly in popularity. Some of the fundamental elements of condo-

miniums in \,Vinnipeg were considered, but the limitations of time and the

complexity of the topic precluded a detailed examination of all aspects

of this form of housing.

One characterlstic which was not dealt with in great detail was the

economics of condominiums. While the research did establish that average

Multiple Listings Service sales prices of condominiums were less than for

traditional housing in Winnipeg, a nore complete comparison of condominiums
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with other forms of housing, and among condominium types and styles was not

attempted. Condominiums exj-st in a wide range of prices and offer a

number of features which are not part of traditional single family homes,

and the converse is equally true. In addition, no two condominium projects

are exactly identical j-n their location, style, size, amenities offered

or any number of other variables, so that dlrect comparison of prices

and costs without welghing the relative merits and value of one feature

against another would yield a confusing result

The focus of this study i.^/as on one city only. The details of

ldinnipeg's condominium growth rate, locatíonal distribution pattern,

condominium types, and the nature of their or,^/ners have been noted. Un-

questionably, this form of housing reflects the nature of the city in

which the study was conducted, wi-th its particular population profile

and growth rate, trends in household sizes, housing market, and economic

circumstances. This thesis is only the second piece of research on

condominíums in Winnipeg to be cornpleted. The need for further study of

this important new home ownership form is obvious. However, the only

data available for any nationwide comparison of condomín1ums in Canadian

cities are more than a dozen years o1d. This thesis has pointed out

the prolific growth of this type of houslng since 7970. There is an obvíous

need for more recent data to be able to consider Winnipeg's condomlniums

in relation to other cities and to obtain contemporary data on condominiums

for the entire country.

Other cities with longer histories of condominium activity than

Idinnipeg, but with the same concentration on conversions have experienced

serious housing problems as a result of this form of housing. The
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conflict between condominium conversion and the supply of rental housing

that has spurred government measures such as moratoriums on conversions,

and conversions tied to vacancy rates is a subject which will be increas-

íng1y important to Winnipeg if the present trends continue over the next
1several years.* Examinatlon of condominiurns and problems associated

with them may foretell the future of housing in ir/innipeg and Canada,

1f the popularity of condominiums, and particularly conversions continues.

An indlcation of the importance of condominiums as a form of housing

can be seen in the fact that, over Lhe past several decades the term has

become an accepted part of the vocabulary of housing terms. \dhile the

concept is not perfectly understood by all individuals who are not

directly involved with their production or consumpti-on, there is a high

degree of association in people's minds about condominiums and a certain

lifestyle. The association of condominiums with an affluent clientele,

appealing and exotic locations, and a carefree lifestyle, underscores

the need for more research and publications to broaden the narrol,\I per-

ception of this houslng form. It is evident that condominiums have

captured the public lmagination. They represent a significant and

growing element of the housing system, and by all indicatíons, their

popularity is sti11 increasing.
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CONDOI'IIN IIJH O9¡IIERS' SURVEY 31

l. Hou long have you ouned your condouiniuo unit?

f-_ìo.o 6 oonths E 6 oonthe Èo I yeer

2 to 3 years

Dore then 5 years

I to 2 years

3 to 5 yeare

2. Before buying your condooiniun, what type of residence did you occupy?

I single faoily hooe

duplex or seoi-detached
other

aperÈDent building
tor¡r¡house or rou housing!'--ìt:

3. Type of occupancy at previous residence:

[-l o*"¿ f--l rent"d I--l ". parent6' hooe

4. Dis¡ance of the æve froo previous reeidence to the condoniniuo:

[--l ,r* neighbourhood I saoe province
i-l ,"r" city (froÐ r¿here to vhere)f]otn"r

5. tlhat did you like about your previous hooe or residence?

6. tthat did you dislike about your previous hooe or residence?

7. Reason(s) for leaving previous home

8. Give the Eost iEportant reason(s) for your buying a condooiniuu:

9. I,las a condoninitrn your first choice of the type of hoæ to buy?

yes DO

I0. Size of the condoniniuo corpared to previous hooe or ¡esidence:

L__..1 larger

11. Nuober of Bedrooms

l-j *'"

l_-l soatter l_l th" ""."

f e¡rer the getD€

12. Describe your condoniniuu developuent:

l-l nou"" [--l aorrrrno,rr" f__] .p".tr.nt building
a8e:

[-l n", building i] conver6 10n l-] aon'r knor¡
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13 Froo the list of condouiniuo features below, rank from I to 5 those

feacures vlich you like and di¡like rcgt abour your condooinium
project ("1" represents stroogest like or dislike).

like dislike

kitchen layout ó cupboard Bpace .

... . clo¡eÈ Epace ...;
..... ¡ize of the unit .

...... solÌr¡dproofing

.. size of each rootr .

.. .... quality of construction
. appliances (or lack of) .

layout of the unic .

vleu
.... external appearance .

. . .. .. laundry facilities & location
. number of neighbours

. cortlDon areaa .

14. Frotr Èhe list below, rank froo I to 5 those aspects of your
condooiniuo that you feel. are of poor quality or design ("1" rep-
resents strongest feeling).

locaÈion

parking facilities & location
land scap ing
recreaÈional facilities (or lack of)
patios & balconies

oainÈenance

secur i ty
acceas to public transit
neighbourhood

15. llhat faciliÈies Co you nish r¡ere closer Èo you?

[--i ec¡oots

l]l- st oppioe

churches

[--l joo

[--lothet

1ó. Age of principal lrage earner:

17. Ìlarital aÈatus:

narried single (never roarried)
othervidor¿ed

18. Number of children:

19. Nunber of children still residíng ar hooe!
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20 Occupation of principal saBe eârner:

Does your apouae vork?

f t"'
2I

l--l no

(if so)

[_l t,rtl .ir" l-.-l p"rt tit

22. Highest level of rchooling coupleted by principal vage earner

t i public school

;-J univeraity degree

[-_l nig¡ echool

I 
_l tt"¿" gchool

23

professional school
(oedícine, tas ...)

flhat percentage of the price of your condooiniuo ís your annual house-

hold incoæ? (if you are retired' oerely srite "retired")
q
h

24. Hor¿ does condominiun living comPare in price to your previous

hous ing?

- --l

. I Eore per ænÈh 'J less Per oonth

express this as a percentage oi previous mnthly housing cosÈs

(vhat percenËage change in rcnÈh1y housing costs?)

z

25. Do you have any imediate Ot"n, ao Jf

i--, ,"" [-, ,,o

26. What do you expect to be your next housing choice?

fl single faoity horne f-l apartrent building (renting)
' rduplex or seni-detached l--lcondoninium

i_l to,,-to,r6e or ror.l housing i-'other
27. l{hat is the single mst iDportent reason that roight oake you vant

to leave this condooiniuo?

28 Râte your level of 6atisfaction rrith condouiniun living:

f--l t "ty satisfied
f--l rcd"racely sarisf ied

I tto feelings one rray or the other
rcderately diaappointed

very disapPointed

29 Do you have any other co@nts about condooiniums in general or

about your condooiniun?
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Question
L2a. CONDO DEVELOPMENT TYPE

VARIABLES PERCENTAGE

House

Toumhouse

ApartmenL

Øi:

29.6%

70.47"

TOTAL LCA%
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Question
r2b. CONDO AGE

VARIABLES PERCEI{TAGE

New

Convers ion

Don ? t knor¡

7 .87.

o//"

)\ )"/

TOTAI, 10ci(
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Question
I3a.

PER.CENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

CONDO F'EATURES: LIKES

VARIABLES

Kitchen & cupboard

C1o set

Size of Unit

Soundproof

Room size

Construction QualitY

App 1 iar.Lce s

Layout of Unit

Vier¡

Exteríor ApPearance

Laundry Facilities

No. of Neighbours

Common areas

0ther

PERCEÌ{TAGE

6.37.

6.9%

os/

O/o

8.7%

7 .97"

/ õcl
O . ó/o

u'.

7 .6i:

1 aol
t.J/o

7.47"

6.82

6 .87:

I.5iL

TCTAL L007.
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Question
L3az2 PERCEI'JTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES BY FEATURE

CONDO FEATIJRES: LIKES

STRONGEST

VARIABLES

Kitchen & cupboard

C1o set

Size of Unit

Sound Froof

Room Size

Construction Quality

App 1 iance s

Layout of Unit

View

Exterior Appearance

Laundry Facil ities

No. of Neighbours

Common Areas

OËher

I 234
IíEAKEST

5 TOTAI-

27 .3

28 .8

47.r

32.1

31 .9

36.7

43.7

44.2

45

28.6

50

49 "3

4r.7

s6.3

33 .3

35.6

30 .5

oo Q

41.8

28.9

31

32.6

27 .5

3s .1

2s.6

32.4

20 .8

12.5

2L.2

13.7

16 .8

L7 .9

16 .5

1B .1

15 .5

9.5

20

L4.3

9

7

20.8

L2.5

L2.T

t3.7

4.2

t0.7

6.6

10 .8

4.2

8.4

1.3

10

9

5"6

oa
O.J

6.L LA07.

100ii

100,'¿

100i{

LO] "r7"

99.97.

10ai(

1002

LA}.L%

100. 1%

LO0"/.

oo ool

99.97"

100 .1;4

8.2

1.4

9.5

3.3

6"0

5.6

5.3

o..1

14.3

6.4

5.6

8.3

6.3 12.s
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Question
I3a:3 PERCBNTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES BY RANKING

CONDO FEATURES: LIKES

VARIABLES

Kitchen 6. cupboard

Closet

Size of Unit

Sound Proof

Room Size

Construction Quality

App 1 iance s

Layout of Unit

View

Exterior Appliance

Laundry Facilities

No. of Neighbours

Common Areas

0ther

STRONGEST

1 234
I.]EAKEST

5

4.4 6.8

ö

8.9

7.7

LT.7

7.4

6.8

9.5

6.8

8.3

ro.I

B.

6.

10

o

u

o

6.

5.

10

6.

4.

7 9.8

12.2

4.9

11

7.3

11

3.7

9.8

1)

1'7

8.5

4.9

7.3

I.2

5.3

ð

9"3

10.7

4

6.7

5.3

q 1

6

o

1

Ll

6

2

9

6 J

J

3

0

6

7

7

7

10.3 o

6

7

7

7

7

3

B

5

9

B

7

2

8

4

6

6

4

2

8

4

1

J

2

T4

7

4

0

13

6

5

B

,|

6 9

67 7

TOTAL 100 .1% 100.3% |a07. L00.L7" 100.1%
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Question
13b.

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

CONDO FEATURES: DISLIKES

VARIABLES

Kitchen & cupboard

C 1o set

Size of Unit

Sound Proofing

Size of each room

Construction Quality

App 1 iance s

Layout

V le\Àr

Exterior Appearance

Laundry Facilities

No. of Neighbours

Common areas

OËher

No responses at all

PERCENTAGE

L3.s%

L2.B''Á

LÍ.+/"

5 "8"Á

,, ,)c/

6.6'"/;

))7

6.9%

L+.Lt/"

4.7%

4/"

3 .77;

o.¿/o

L7 .2"/"

TOTAL 100. 1z
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Questlon
L3b z2 PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES BY FEATURE

CONDO FEATURES I DISLIKES

STRONGEST

L234VARIABLES

Kitchen & Cupboard

Closet

Size of Unit

Sound Proofing

Size of each room

Construction QualitY

App 1 iances

Layout

v 1ev7

Exterior Appearance

Laundry Facilities

No. of Neighbours

Common Areas

Other

I/IEAKEST

5 TOTAL

24.3

28.6

Õ.J

6.3

ø

16.7

13 .3

ø

¿o.J

25

7"7

9.1

10

29 "4

24.3

¿J.t

JJ.J

37 .5

JJ.J

4L+ .4

26.7

ø

26.3

ö.J

15.4

ø

30

77 .7

29.7

)q 1

4t.7

31 .3

33.3

L6. ,.

2.6 .7

JJ. J

26.3

50

L5.4

L8.2

10

17 ,7

10 .8

ø

18.8

JJ.J

ø

20

JJ.J

10 .5

ö.J

30 .8

36.4

Ø

L7 .7

10 .8

L4.3

16.7

b.J

ø

22.2

13 .3

33 .3

10.5

8.3

30 .8

36.4

50

77 .7

99.9%

tooi(

ro07"

1.C0.27.

99 "97"

IO07"

1002

99.97.

99.971

99.9%

10o.r%

100 . r:¿

100%

too.27"
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Question

13b:3 PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES BY RANKING

CONDO FEATURES: DISLIII.ES

STR.ONGEST
VARTABLESL234

I{EAKEST
5

Kitchen & Cupboard

Closet

Size of Unit

Sound Proofing

Size of each room

Construction Ouality

App 1 iance s

Layout

View

Exterior Appearance

Laundry Facilities

No. of Neighbours

Common Areas

0ther

21.4

23.8

2.4

.) /.

ø

7.7

4.8

ø

11.9

7.1

2.4

1L

11.9

16.1

16.1

7.L

r0,7

3.6

14.3

7.L

ø

no

1.8

J.O

ø

s.4

s.4

18.3

15

8.3

8.3

J.J

5

6.7

J.J

8.3

10

3.3

3.3

I.7

5

13 .3

6.7

ø

10

6.7

ø

10

6.7

6.7

3.3

13 .3

13.3

ø

10

10 .3

12.8

5.1

2.6

ø

10. 3

5.1

5.1

5.1

2.6

10 .3

10._?

12.B

7.8

TOTAL r00% 100.12 99.8i( 7002 \00.2"a
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Question
13,t . Net Resoonse to Features

rank response

kitchen & cupboards 1

2
3

4
5

1

2

3

4
5

1

2
aJ

4
5

1

?_

âJ

4
5

I
2

3
4
5

1

2

J

4
5

1

2

3

4
5

+9
+15
+3
+4

0 +29

closets +11
+L7
+1
+8
+1 +38

size of unit +38
+25
+11
+4
+5 +83

sounriproof ing +26
+19
+10
+6
+7 +68

size of rooms +29
+36
+13
+3
+3 +85

construction quality +27
+16
+L2
+9
+1 +65

+29
+18
+7

0
+2

app 1 iance s

+56
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rank response

unit layout 1

2

3

4

5

1

2

J

4
5

1

2

J

4
5

I
2
.)

4
5

I
2

3

4
5

1

J

4

5

+42
+31
+7
1-6

+3 +89

v1e\,^/ +31
+L7
+11
-1
+3 +61

external appearance +19
+26
+5
+5
+10 +65

laundry facilities +38
Jr1 8
+5
+3
+1 +65

no of neighbours +34
+23
+3

0
0 +60

common areas +29
+L2
+14
+6
+1 +62
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Question
14.

PERCEIJTAGE DISTRIEUTION

POOR OUALITY ASPECTS OF CONÐO

VARIABLES

Locat ion

Parking

Landscaping

Recreational Facilities

Patios,! Balconies

l{aintenance

Security

Public Transít

Neighbourhood

PERCENTAGE

LO.27.

r3"/"

LL.57:

12.47.

Lr.97"

LC.6',',Á

o a./
J. Jlë

r0.47"

r0.2''Á

TOTAL 100. 1ii
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Question
14:2 PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES BY FEATURE

POOR QUALITY ASPECTS OF CONDO

VARIABLBS

Location

Parking

Landscaping

Recreational Facilities

Patios & Balconies

}{aintenance

Secur ity

Public Transit Access

itleighbourhood

STRONGEST

1 234
I,üEAKEST

5 TOTAL

26.I

25 .4

75.4

14 .3

22.2

8.3

6.7

19.2

17 .4

4.4

8.5

15.4

2L.4

16,7

L2.5

L5.6

4.3

4.4

4.4

T7

15 .4

L7 .9

16.7

10 .4

13 .3

10.6

2L.7

28.3

¿v.J

19.2

79.6

?q q

25

26.7

2L.3

17 .4

37

2B.B

34.6

26.8

18.5

43 .8

37 .B

44.7

39.1

L00.2%

L007.

1002

L007.

LO0i'.

L00,\

100.1%

100.L7.

1001l
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Question
14:3 PER.CENTAGE DISTR.IBUTION OF IìESPONSES BY RANKING

POOR QUALITY ASPECTS OF CONDO

STRONGEST

L23VARIABLES 4
I,]EAKEST

5

Locat ion

Parking

Landscap ing

Recreational Facílities

Patios & Balconies

Maintenance

Security

Public Transit Access

Itle ighbourhood

t5.2

L9

r0. 1

10 .1

15.2

5.1

3"8

lL.4

1û"1

3.8

9.4

15 .1

22.6

I7

11.3

LJ.¿

3.8

3.8

3.1

L5.4

72.3

L5.4

73.9

7.7

a)

7"7

t5.4

72 "B

11.8

9.8

10 .8

73.7

11.8

11. B

9.8

7.8

11

11

lL.7

o7

6.5

13 .6

11

13.6

II.7

TOTAL LA07. LAO"/" r00. 1,'¿ 100 .12 99 .8i(
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

$restion CLOSER FACILITIES DESIRED

VARIABLES

Schools

Shopp ing

Churches

Job

Other

None

PERCENTAGE

2.6i1

4.3,2

¿.Oh

12.27.

L37"

65.2i(

TOTAL 99.97"
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Question
18.

PERCENTAGE ÐISTRIBUTION

NU}{BER OF CI.IILDREN

f/ARIABLE PERCENTAGE

0

1

2

aJ

4

5

25.7i(

10.T','Á

33.9%

L8.4"Á

5.57"

o.q/"

TOTAL LO07"

Ilean
l.fedian
Variance
S . deviat ion

1.9
2

¿.L

1.5
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PERCENTAGE DI STRIBUTION

Question
2Ia. SPOUSES I{ORKING

VARIABLES PERCENTAGE

39.2%

60.8i(

L00i(

Yes

ItÌo

TOTAL

b TI}{E

VARIABLES

Fu11 Time

Part Time

TOTAL

PERCEI.]TAGE

5L.67,

48.4%

100%
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Question
a.)

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

ANNUAL INCOME - 7" OF PURCHASE PRICE

% of ANNUAL INCOME PERCENTAGE

20%

307.

40%

501l

607.

70"/,

80"/,

907.

r007.

IT07.

720'il

r507"

200%

29%

397"

497"

597"

697.

7 97.

897"

99z

L097.

LT97"

I297"

1597"

2097.

2.27"

6 . s"/"

6.5%

79.67"

6.s7.

15.27"

10.9%

4.47"

11 1d/

ø

') ') "/

t )o/

t ,o/

TOTAL 100.L%

Mean
Median

7s.337.
807"
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Question
24a.

PERCENTAGE DISTR]BUTION

CONDO PRICE TO PREVIOUS COST

VARIABLES

I'lore per t4onth

Less per Month

PERCE}]TAGE

45.1%

s4.97"

TOTAL toa%
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PERCE}ITAGE DISTRIBUTION
Questíon
25. PI,ANS TO I,ÍOVE

VARIABLES PERCENTAGE

77"

937.

Yes

No

TOTAL rooi(
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Question
t-7

PERC]]NTAGE DI STRIBUTION

Reasons Ëo Move

VARIABLES

health

security

ma in t enanc e / mana gemen t

family

space

locat ion

job

leaving c it-.2

cost

neighbours

amenit ie s

PERCENTAGE

277.

I O"/

13.3%

6.77.

72.47"

8.67"

8.6''A

7r.47"

/ "o/"

J.Ch

J . Õ,',o

to ta1 100.12



APPENDIX III

CORRBLATIONS AMONG SAT]SFACTION

LEVELS AND OTHER FACTORS

r s5
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CROSS TABULATION: SATISFACT]ON BY LENGTH

0F OI^INERSHIP

LENGTH 0F OI^INERSHIP

0-6 6
1

mo-
yT

I-2
yrs

2-3
yrs

3-5
yrs

more than
mos 5 yrs TOTAL

Very
Satisfíed 10 8 44 30 48 24 L64

Moderately
Satísfied 4 6 L2 16 B L4 60

Neutral 0 0 2 2 0 0 4

F¡
t¡l

t4
Fl

o
H
ts()
h
(n
H
H
c

l4oderately
Disappoínted 0 0 0 0 2 0 2

Very
DisappoinËed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL L4 L4 58 48 58 38 230

Correlation: LengËh of OvrnershiP
(x)

X Satisfactíon Level
(v)

X v
mean L.32
variance .31
S.deviatíon .56

mean 4,03
variance 1.96
S.devíation L.4L

average uniformíty = 5.35

correlatiorr =.00039
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CROSS TABULATION: SAT]SFACTION BY SCHOOLING

LEVEL OF SCHOOLING

Grade
School

High
School

Univ.
Degree

Trade
School

Prof.
School TOTAL

Very
Satisfíed 10 64 54 6 26 160

Moderately
SatísfÍed 4 rB 20 0 L¿+ 56

v)
Fl
t4

f¡l
Fl

zo
H
Fq)

t\
U)
H
H
U)

Neutral 0 0 2 0 2 4

Moderately
Disappointed 0 0 2 0 0 2

Very
Disappointed 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL L4 82 7B 6 42 222

Correlation

Level of Schoolíng
(x)

X SaËisfactíon Level
(v)

xY
mean Z.gL mean I.32

variance L.4 variance '31

S.devíation 1.19 S.deviation ,56

average uniformity = 2.63

correlation = .LL233
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CROSS TASULATION: MOVING PLANS BY SATISFACTION

SATISFACTION LEVBLS

Very
Satisfied

Moderately Neutral
Satisfied

Moderately Very Total
Satisfied Satisfied

4 B 0 2 0 I4
YES

o
o
ts
U)z
FJpr

NO 160 4B 4 0 0 272

? 0 4 0 0 0 4

TOTAL
t64 60 4 2 0 230

Correlatíon:

Satísfaction Level
(x)

X Plans to Move
(y)

mean I.32
variance .31
s.devíation .56

average uniformi-ty =

correlation =

v

mean 7.96
variance .08
s.deviation .28

3.28

-.L93L7
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CROSS TABULATTON:

SATISFACTION BY HOUSING CHOICES

CONDO FIRST CHOICE?

YES NO

36

26

TOTAL

Very
Satis fied L28 L64

Moderately
Satis fied 34 60

F¡
trl

þ1
É
zoÅ
H(J

v)
H
ts
U]

Neutral 2 2 4

Moderately
Disappointed 0 2 2

Very
Disappointed 0 0 0

TOTAL L64 66 230

Correlation:

Condo First Choice X

(x)

Sati-sfaction Level
(v)

x

mean 1.29

varíance .2I

S.devíatíon.45

average uniformity = 2.61

correlation = .25690

v
mean I.32
variance .31

S.deviatíon.56
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CROSS TABULATION: SAT]SFACTION BY

PREVTOUS OCCUPANCY

SATISFACTION

Very Moderately ModeratelY VerY
Satisfied Satisfíed Neutral Disappointed Disappointed TOTAL

Owned 94 28 2

2

0

2

0 t24

Rented 64 30 0 9B

Þi

z
Pr

CJ
U

(n
Þ
H

t¡Jú
Êr

ParenËs I

Home 6 2 0 0 0 8

TOTAL L64 60 4 2 0 230

Correlatíon:

Previous Occupancy X

(x)

Satisfaction Level
(v)

mean 1,5

variance .32

S. deviation .57

average uniformity = 2.Bz

correlation = .10194

v

nean 1.32

variance .31

S. devíation .56
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CROSS TABI]LAT]ON: SATISFACTION BY

PREVIOUS RESIDENCE

SATISFACTION

Very Moderately Moderately Very
Satisfíed Satisfied Neutral Disappointed Disappointed TOTAL

Single
Famíly B6 30 2 0 0 118

Apart-
ment 5B 26 2 2 0 88

trl
C)
z
â
H
an
f¡lú
(A
Þ
H

ú
Ê{

Duplex
or Semi-
Duplex 6 2 0 0 0 I

Town or
Row 6

a

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

6

Other 2 10

TOTAL L6t+ 60 4 2 0 230

Correlation:

Previous Residence

(x)
Satisfaction Level

(y)

x

mean

veríance

S. deviatíon

r.70

.96

.98

v

mean

variance
S . deviation

L.32

.31

.56

average uniformity = 3.03

correlation = -.033L77



APPENDIX ]V

COMPARISON 0F THE 1983 I,^/INNIPEG SURVEY

\^JTTH THE FINDINGS OF THE 1970 CANADIAN NATIONAL STUDY'I'

'i' source: Condominium Research Associates, National Survev of

Condomj-nium Owners (Toronto: 1970).
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LENGTH OF CONDOMINIITM OI^INERSH]P

1983
I^IINNIPEG

STUDY

L970
NATIONALIT

STUDY

0 - 6 months

6-Lyear

7 - 2 years

2 years*

N/A

6.t"/"

6.L7"

25.z','Á

62.67"

32.37"

42.67"

L9.67"

4.37"

L.2%

LOOi( L007"

Average length
of ovmership 2-3 years 6mo. -lyr.

*Source: Condomi-nium Research Associates.
Natíonal Survey of Condominium Owners.
Toronto I L970.
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TYPE OF PREVIOUS RESIDENCE

1 983't^IINNIPEG

STI]DY

r970
NATIONAL*

STUDY

SINGLE FAMTLY

APARTMENT

DUPLEX, SEMI-DET.

TOWNHOUSE, ROI^I

OTHER

50.4%

39.L7"

3.57.

2.6%

4.4%

L8.9%

57.L%

o 10/

7 .2"4

t.o/"

r007. L007.

^'Source: Condominium Research Associates.
National Survey of Condominiuqr Owners.
Toronto: L970.
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TENURE AT PREVIOUS RESIDENCE

1983
I^iINNIPEG

ST1IDY

r970
NAT]ONAL:I

STUDY

OI^INED 52.2%

44 .4%

3.57.

L2.57,

94.97.

2.6%

RENTED

OTHER

100.1% LO07"

¡kSource: Condominium Research Associates.
Nat ional Survev of Condominíum Ovmers

Toronto '" L970 "
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DISTANCE MOVED FROM PREVIOUS RESIDENCE

1983
WINNIPBG

STIIDY

7970
NATIONAL*

STUDY

SAME NEIGHBOURHOOD

SAI"IE CITY

SA}4E PROVINCE

OTHER

5r.3%

4L.77.

2.67"

L+.1+/"

8.67!

73.L%

L2.57.

5.8%

I007. LO07"

:.'source: Condominíum Research Associates
National Survey of Condominium Ovmers.
Toronto. 1970.
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COMPARISON BETWBEN NUMBER OF BEDROOMS

IN CONDOMINIUM AND IN PREVIOUS RESIDENCE

1983

I^IINNIPEG
STIIDY

7970
NATIONAL*

STIIDY

MORE BEDROOMS

THE SAME //

FEWER BEDROOMS

N/A

LL.37"

47.77.

4.7%

66 .67"

237.

9.L7.

a to,/

LOO7" L00ï¿

:kSource: Condominium Research Associates.
National Survey of Condominium Owners.
Toronto z L970.
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APPRÀ,ISAL OF DI.IELLING I]NIT FEATURES
1983
I^/INNIPEG STUDY:

LrKE(+)

8.7

6.3

6.9

7.3

7.4

8

7.9

DISLIKE (-)

t)

13 .5

L2.8

4.4

4.7

5.8

6.6

NET
RESPONSE

ROOM SIZE +6 .5

KITCHEN -7 .2

' CLOSET SPACE -5 .9

EXTERIOR APPEARANCE

LAUNDRY FACILTTIES

SOUNDPROOFING

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY

+2.9

+2.7

+2.2

+1.3

r970
NATIONAL SURVEY: )K:t

LrKE (+)

61.8

4L.4

33.8

23.8

15. B

L4.5

r0.2

DISLIKE(-)

7.4

L5.4

l-4.3

L6

10

46.8

52.6

NET
RESPONSE

ROOM SIZE

KTTCHEN

CLOSET SPACE

EXTERIOR APPEARANCE

LAUNDRY FACILITIES

SOUNDPROOFING

CONSTRUCTION QUALITY

+54.4

+26

+19.5

+ 7.8

+ 5.8

-32.3

-42.4

*Percentages given above add up to more than l-00% sínce respondents
often gave more than one ans!/er.

** Source: Condominium Research Associates.
Na tíonal Survev of Condominium Owners. Toronto¡ L970.
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POOR QUALITY ASPECTS OF CONDOMINIIIM

1983
WINNIPEG

STI]DY

r970
NATIONAL*

STUDY

LOCATION L0.27"

L3"/"

Lr.57"

12.4%

Lt.9%

L0.67.

9.9%

L0.6%

40.27"

L8.77"

407.

l-3.r7.

25.L7.

LI.57.

PARKING

LANDSCAPING

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

PAT]O & BAICONIES

MAINTENANCE

SECURITY

:kSource: Condominium Research Associates.
National Survey of Condominium Owners.
Toronto : I970,
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EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF I^IIFE

1983
I^TINNIPEG

STUDY

r970
NATTONAL*

STIIDY

DOES NOT I^IORK

I,IORKS FULL-TIME

I¡IORKS PART-TIME

N/A

60.8%

20.27,

L9"Á

46.s7"

38.37.

12.4%

., aú/

I007" r007.

:i'Source: Condominium Research Associates
National Survey of Condominium Owners.
Toronto : 1970.
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NEXT HOUSING

1 983
I^IlNNIPEG

STIIDY

1970
NATIONAL*

STUDY

SINGLE FAMILY HO}M ó.+/"

3.7%

07"

36 .47"

2.8%

48.I%

72.57"

¿.t/"

r .4/"

L5.87.

).)/"

2.97.

APARTMENT

DUPLEX, SEMI-DET.

CONDOMINIT]M

TOI{NHOUSE, ROi^I

OTHER

99 .9"/" 100. B%

¡kSource: Condominium Research Associates
National Survey of Condominium Oqmers.
Toronto: L970.
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PREVIOUS RESIDENCE: LIKES

1983
I^JINNIPEG

STIIDY

r970
NATIONAL*

STUDY

LOCATION JJ. J/"

28.57"

¿+. L/"

23.6%

4.L%

o.)/"

20.7%

79.52SPACE

VIEI,ü

AMENITIES 5.47"

LIFESTYLE

PRIVACY

OTHER

NOTHING

N/A

7.9%

a,totLJlo

7 .37"

L6.2%

L00.r% L007"

¡tSource: Condominium Research Associates
National Survey of Condominium Owners.
Toronto : L970.
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PREV IOUS RES]DENCE: DISLIKES

1 983
I^IINNIPEG

STUDY

r970
NATIONAL*

STI]DY

YARD I'IORK 16.87"

6.s%

2.8%

9.37"

1.97.

s.6"Á

rL.2"/"

3.77"

L.97"

a 1ø/

36.s%

s.8%

28.5%

6.37"

LAYOUT

CONSTRUCTION

LOCATION

AGE OF HOME ) . J/"

NO SECURITY

COSTS 8.7%

LACK OF AMENITIES

NEIGHBOURS ö.t/"

NOISE 9.27"

NOTHING s.27"

OTHER

N/A

8 .47"

L2.97"

99.97"

:!source : Condominium Research Associates
National Survey of Condominíum O'wners.

L007"

Toronto z I970.
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APPENDIX V

COMPARISON OF THE i9B3 W]NNIPEG SURVEY

I,^/TTH THE FINDINGS OF THE 1975 U.S. NATIONAL STUDY'

'l' source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,

!e_gple!iu"._q!_q1!¡. (Washington, D.C. : HUD, I97 5) .

Condominium
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CONDOMINIUM AGE

1 983
I^]INNIPEG
STUDY

1975 HtrD*
PHONE SURVEY

NEW PROJECT 7 .87. 867"

CONVERS]ONS 67% r47"

? 25 ao/

LO07 L00%

¡" Source: DepartmenË of Housing & Urban Development
Condomini-um/Co ooeratíve Studv ,VolumeI-III
tr'iashington: 1975.
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AGE OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD

1983
WINI{]PEG

STUDY

t975
HIID PHONE *

SURVEY
U.S.
POPULATION*

1B-34

3s-44

4s-54

55-64

65+

9.77.

9.77"

12.6%

3s7"

337

20.97.

2L.5%

23.47.

19.77"

\4.5"Á

28.87"

L6.87"

L8.57"

L6"/"

1_9 .9%

L007" 1001l L00%

¡lSource: Department of Housing & Urban Development
Condominíum/Cooperative Sludy. Volume I - III
Washington : 1975.
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AGE OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD

1 983
I,IINNIPEG

STUDY
U.S. CONDO &

COOP*

L970 r97 5

survey
(Arthur
Little)census

20-35

3s-44

4s-64

65+

9.7"/.

9.7%

47 .6%

J J/o

L6%

L37.

38"/"

332

2r%

2L"Á

437"

L77"

700"4 L00% LOO%

:tSource: Department of Housing & Urban Development.
Condorniniurn/ Coooerative Studv Volume I - III.
lrTashington: I975.
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EDUCAT]ON OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD

1983
I^IINNIPEG

STI]DY

19 70 U. S . census )k

CONDO/CO-OP (Owner
0ccu ied

PUBLIC SCHOOL

SOME HIGH SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL

SOME IINIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY DEGREE

TRADE

PROVESSIONAL

4.6% 23.5"/"

76.87"

26 . s7"

14.3%

L8.97"

33.9"/"

JJ/"

J.t/"

24.87.

L00% 7001l

*Source: Department of Housing & Urban Development
Condomínium/Coo peratíve study ¡ Volume I - III.
Washington: L975.
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EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD

1983
WINNIPEG 1975 HIjD

PHONE SURVEY*STUDY

EMPLOYBD 66.97" 1ao/

7.4%

L9.47"

r.27"

SEMI-RETIRED

RETIRED 30.4"/"

OTHER ¿.t/"

rc02 L007"

*Source: Department of Housing & Urban Development.
Condominium/Coop erative Study. Volume I - III.
tr^lashington : L97 5.



APPEND]X VI

ASSORTED HOUSING STATISTTCS 'I'

'k Source: CMHC, Canadian Housing Statistics (Toronto: I97I-I982).
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CANADA

Yearly Dwelling Starts

Year S tarts
Change from
Previous Year

% Change from
Previous Year

r972

L973

L97 4

L97 5

r97 6

r977

I97B

L979

19 80

1981

t982

249,9r4

268,529

222,L23

23L,456

273,203

245 ,7 24

227 ,667

L97 ,049

158,601

L77,973

125 , B60

+18,615

-46,406
+ 9,333

+4L,7 47

-27 ,479

-18,057

-30,6lB
-38,448
+L9,372

-52,rL3

+ 7.5%

-r7 .3"/"

+ 4.2%

+18.02

-I0.L7.

- 7.47.

-L3.5"/"

-t9.5%
+I2.27"

-29.37.

Source: CMIC. Canada Housins Statístics , Ottarn/a. I97I-L982.
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MANITOBA

Yearly Dwelling Starts

Year S tarts
Change from
Previous Year

Z Change from
Previous Year

L97L

]-972

L973

797 4

L97 5

L97 6

L977

L978

L979

19 B0

19 81

7982

10, 705

12,068

11,531

8,752

7 ,945

9,339

9,4rO

12,LzL

5,772

2,597

2,824

2,030

+1363

- 537

-2779

- 907

+r494

+7L
+27L7

-6349

-3r7 5

+ 227

- 794

+L2.77.

- +.)/"

- 2.47"

-L0.4%

+L9.07

+ 0.8%

+28.87"

-52.4%

-s5.07"

+ 8.77"

-29.17"

Source: CMHC. Canada Housing Statistics, Ottawa. l-97L-L982.
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I^/INNIPEG

Yearly Dwelling Starts

Year Starts
Change from
Prevíous Year

% Change from
Previous Year

L97T

r972

r97 3

L97 4

r97 5

L97 6

L977

L97 B

r979

19 B0

19 81

L982

7,726

9,r34
7 ,698
5,628

5,294

6,7L8

6 ,353

9,706

4,091

1,668

2 ,088

r,444

+1408

-L436

-2070

- 334

+L424

- 36s

+3353

-s6 15

-2423

+ 420

- 644

+L8.2%

-L5.77"

-26.9%

- s.9%

+26.9"/.

- 5.4%

+52.87"

-s7.9"Á

-59.2"/"

+25.2"Á

-30.8%

Source: CMHC, Canada Housi S tat is ti cs Ottawa. I97L-1982
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MANITOBA

YEARLY DI^]ELLING STARTS

BY HOUSING TYPE

Year starts
Change from
Previous Year

Z Change from
Previous Year

Single Family Home:

L97L
7972
r97 3
l-97 4
r97 5

L97 6
t977
r978
L979
1980
1981
L982

3779
4889
5 816
5405
4334
47 26
4r93
3999
2944
L623
247 3
1101

+1170
+927
_4LL

-1071
+392
-533
-L94

-1055
-L32L
+850

-L372

+3L.5%
+791l
-7.r%

-l-9.87.
+97.

-r1.37.
-4.67.

-26.4%
-44.97"
+52.47.
-55.5%

Semi-detached & Duplex:

t97L
L972
r97 3
L97 4
\97 5
797 6
L97 7
L97B
L979
1980
1981
7982

884
852
448
6\7
555
574
834

L423
234

34
47
66

aa
-JL

-102
+L69

-62
+19

+260
+589

-1r89
-200
+13
+19

-3.67"
-727.
+37.7%
-70.r7"
+3 .47.

+45.37.
+70.6%
-83.67.
-85.s7"
+38.2%
+40,4i(

(continued)
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MANITOBA

YEARLY DWELLING STARTS

BY HOUSING TYPE

Year

Row

I97L
L97 2
r973
r97 4
t97 5

r97 6

L977
L97B
r979
19 B0
19B1
L982

I97L
r97 2
L97 3
L97 4
r97 5
L97 6
L97 7
L97B
r979
1980
19 Bl
1982

Starts

823
435
93

303
268

1105
884

r035
363
151

23

5279
5892
sL7 4
2427
26BB
2934
3499
5664
223L

789
28]-
863

+613
-718

-27 47
+261,
+246
+565

+2L65
-3433
-r442
-508
+582

+LL.67"
-1 ) '"1
-53.L7.
+10.82

+9.27.
+r9.37.
+6L.97"
-60.67"
-64.6%
-64 .4',',Á

+207.I%

Change from
Previous Year

-3BB
-342
+2L0

-35
+837
-22L
+151
-67 2
-2L2
-L28
-23

% Change from
Previous Year

-47 .r7.
-78.67.

+225.87.
-LL.67"

+3L2.3%
-207.
+L7.L%
-64.97.
-sB .47"
-84.8%

-L007"

Apartments & Others:

Source: CM{C. Canada Hous ins Statístícs. 0ttawa , L97L-L982.
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WINNIPEG

Yearly Dwelling Starts

by Housing TYPe

Year Starts

Single family homes:

L97r 2L29
1972 2925
L973 3061
L974 2665
L975 238L
L976 2927
L977 2424
L97B 2485
l-979 1514
1980 1000
1981 L793
L982 73L

Semi-detached & duplex:

L97r 666
L972 788
7973 268
L97 ¿+ 557
L975 510
1976 558
L977 799
L978 1395
1979 222
1980 26
1981 32
L982 58

Row:

Change from
Previous Year

+796
+136
-396
-284
+546
-503
+61
-977
-514
+793

-L062

+L22
-520
+289
-47
+48
+24L
+596

-TL7 3

-L96
-6
+26

-460
-r43
+L94
-23
+595
-L7 5

+244
-565
-2r2
-L2B
-23

% Change from
Prevíous Year

+37.47"
+ 4.77"
-r2.9%
-L0.77.
+22,9%
-L7.27.
+ 2.5%
-39.L7"
-347"
+79.37.
-59.2%

+L8.37"
-66.07.

*10

+
+4
+7

7

B

9

3

4

87"

47"

47.
., ù/

67,

L%
.) o,/

L%

-84.
-88.
-)').
+8L.37

L97L
r972
L973
L97 4
L97 5
r976
L977
L97B
L979
19 B0
1981
L982

696
236

93
287
264
859
684
928
JOJ
151

23

-66.L7"
-60.67"

+208.67"
-8%

+225.47.
-20 .4"/"
+35.77"
-60.9%
-58 .47.

-84.87.
-L007"
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I^lIM{IPEG

Yearly Dwelling Starts

by Housing Type (continued)

Year Starts Previous Year Previous Year

Apartments & others:

L97I
L972
L973
L97 4
r97 5

r97 6

r97 7

I97 B

r979
1980
19 81
7982

4235
5185
427 6
2r79
2L39
237 4
2446
4898
L992

49L
240
655

+950
-909

-2L57
+20
+235

+72
+2452
-2906
-1501
-24r
+415

+22.47.
-I7.5%
-50 .47"
+ 0.97.
+LLT.
+ 37"

+I00.27"
-59.37.
-7 s .47"

-5t.L7"
+t7 2 .97.

Source: CMHC. Canada Housing Statistícs, Ottawa . L977-L982.
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MANITOBA

PROPORTION OF DI^]ELLING STARTS

BY HOUSING TYPE

Year
Single
fanily

JL+. I /"

40.5%

50 .47.

6r.87.

55.37.

50.67"

44.67"

JJ /O

5L7.

62.5%

87 .67"

s4.27"

Semí-det
& dup'l ex Row

Apartment
& other

L97T

L972

L97 3

L97 4

L97 5

L97 6

L97 7

L97B

L979

1980

1981

L982

8.314

7.r%

3.9%

t/"

7 .L7.

6.27"

8.97"

LL.77"

4.r7"

L.3%

L.77"

3.3%

7 .7"Á

J.O/"

0.87.

3.57.

3.47.

LL.B7.

9.4%

9.57.

6.37"

s.B%

0.87.

49.37"

48.87.

44.9%

27 .77"

34.3%

3L.47.

37 .27"

46.77"

38.77"

30.47.

L0i(

42.57"

Source: CMilC. Canada Housinq Statistics. Ottawa, 797L-L982
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WINNTPEG

PROPORTTON OF DWELLING STARTS

BY HOUSING TYPE

Year
Single
family

27 .67"

a no/

39.87.

47.47"

4) /"

4J.O/"

38.27.

25.67"

377"

607"

85.9"/"

s0.67"

Semi-det.
& duplex Row

Apartment
& other

L97L

L972

t973

t97 4

t97 5

L97 6

L977

L978

r979

19 B0

1981

1982

8.6%

8.67"

3.57.

9.97.

9.67.

ö. J/.

L2.67.

14 .47.

5.4%

1.67.

r.5%

47"

oo/

2.6"Á

L.27"

s.L7"

57"

12.87"

10.8%

9.67.

8.9%

9.L7"

L.L%

54.97.

s6.87"

s5.62

37 .77.

40.47"

3s.3%

38.5"/.

s0.5%

48.77.

29.4%

LL.5"/"

4s .47.

Source: CMHC. Canada Housíng Statistics. Ottawa' L97L-L982.
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l^/INNIPEG

Apartment VacancY Rates

L972

L973

r97 4

L97 5

L976

L977

L978

L979

19 80

19 B1

L982

4.47"

3.si(

L.77.

2.r7"

L.4%

L.9%

3.9%

5.07"

5.L7.

3.5%

L.4%

Source: CMIIC. Canada Housing Statistics , Ottawa. l97L-L982.
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CONDOMINII]I,Î REGISTRATION BY CO}4'II]NITY AREA

Number of
Proj ects

7. of
Total

Number of
Units

% of.
Total

St. James-
Assiniboia 22 L9.L"Á L867 79.8%

Cíty Centre-
ForË Rouge 37 32.2% 2750 29.L7.

ForË Garry-
AssÍniboine Park 29 25.2% 2442 25.81t"

St. Boniface-
St. Vítal L7 L4.8% L344 L4.z'."Å

Lord Selkirk-
llest Kildonan 4 3.5"Á 330 J.)/"

East KildonarÌ-
Transcona 6 5,2% 7L7 7 .67"

r15 9450

Source: I^/ínnípeg Land Titles Of fíce, Condomínium Registry
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ACTIVE CONDOMINÏUMS

REGISTRATION BY COMMUNITY AREA

St. James-
Assiniboia

City Centre-
Fort Rouge

Fort Garry-
Assiníboine Park

È Boniface-
Vitalt

Lord Selkirk-
l^/esr KÍldonan

East Kildonan-
Transcona

Number of
Proj ects

9

2B

10

7" of.
Total

Number of
Uníts

7of
Total

LI.L7"

56.9%

22.5%

6.47"

7.87"

1.37"

4

16.7% 407

5L,9"/" 2087

L8.s7" 826

7.4% 233

L.9"/" 66

3.77. 49

S

S

.:

1

2

54 3668

Source: tr^Iinnipeg Land Titles Office, Condominium Regístry



ACTIVE CONDOMINTUMS
REGISTRATION BY COMMUNITY AREA
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NEW PROJECTS

St. James-
Assi-niboia

City Centre-
Fort Rouge

Fort Garry-
Assiniboíne Park

St. Boniface-
St. Vital

Lord Selkirk-
West Kildonan

East Kildonan-
Transcona

CONVERTED PROJECTS

St. James-
Assiniboia

City Centre-
Fort Rouge

Fort Garry-
Assiníboíne Park

St. Boniface-
St. Vital

Lord Selkirk-
I¡Iest Kildonan

East Kíldonan-
Transcona

Number of 7. of Number of
Projects Total Uníts

L5.4% L34

4 30.8% 328

23.L% 299

L5.47, L29

7 .77" 66

t.t/" 24

13 980

L7 .r"Á 273

24 58.57. L759

L7 .r7 527

4.97, 104

0 0

2.47" 25

2

7. of
Total

L3.72

33.57"

30.s%

L3.27,

6.7%

2.5i(

LO.2%

6s .47"

L9.67"

3.97"

J

2

1

1

1

::

.:

:

::

'l

a

.:

,a

.:

a

:

l

:

:

7

0

7

2

0

.97"

4I 26BB

Source: tr^Iinnipeg Land TÍtles 0ffice, Condomíníum Regístry
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AVERAGE CONDOMINII]M PROJECT SIZES BY COMMI]NITY AREA

St. James-
Assiniboía

City Centre-
Fort Rouge

Fort Garry-
Assiniboine Park

NI]MBER OF

PROJECTS

22

37

29

NU]"IBER OF

UNITS

L867

2750

2442

AVERAGE SIZE
OF PROJECT

84.7 units

74.3 units

84.2 units

4

ll

..:..

:::

:'t:.
.::

a.

.)l

:

:t.

:
.::

::

:l

::
,,,

t::

ìi

iì

a
:l

:l

::

i.
:r.

':.

sr.
sr.

Boniface-
Vítal L7 ]-344 79.1 uníts

Lord SelkÍrk-
West Kildonan 330 82.5 units

East Kildonan-
Transcona 7L7 119.5 units

82.2 uníts115 9450

Source: Inlinnipeg Land Titles Of fice, Condominium Registry

6
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AVERAGE PROJECT S]ZE OF ACTIVE CONDOMINIUMS BY COMMUNITY AREA

St. James-
Assiniboia

City CenËre-
Fort Rouge

ForË Garry-
Assiniboine Park

St. Boníface-
St. Vital

Lord Selkirk-
i¡lest Kildonan

East Kildonan-
Transcona

Source:

NII}IBER OF

PROJECTS

28

10

NU},IBER OF

UNITS

407

2087

826

233

66

49

3668

AVERAGE SIZE
OF PROJECT

45.2 units

74.5 units

82.6 units

58.3 units

66 uníts

24.5 units

67.9 units

9

4

1

2

54

In/innipeg Land Titles Offíce, Condomi-nium Registry

I

aa

').

'',

'4.

a

'4.

.t

a

':.
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AVERAGE PROJECT SIZES OF ACTIVE CONDOMINÏIIMS BY CO}&{UNITY AREAS

AND DEVELOPMENT TYPE

NE[.I PROJECTS

St. James-
Assiniboia

City Centre-
Fort. Rouge

Fort. Garry-
Assíniboine Park

St. Boniface-
SË. Vital

Lord Selkirk-
West Kildonan

East Kildonan-
Transcona

CONVERTED

PROJECTS

St. James-
Assíniboia

City Centre-
Fort Rouge

Fort Garry-
Assíníboine Park

NI]MBER OF

PROJBCTS

13

NIJI,ÍBER OF

PROJECTS
AVERAGE SIZE
OF PROJECT

67 units

82 units

100 uníts

64.5 uníts

66 units

24 uníts

7s.4

39 units

73.3 units

75.3 uniËs

52 units

25 uníts

65.6 units

2

4

3

2

L34

328

299

L29

66

24

1

I

7

.a,1.

..:;
.::

::t

't

::

:i.

:::
:il

iìi

980

273

L759

527

104

25

sr.
sr.

Boniface-
Vital

24

7

2

000

I

Lord Selkirk-
!üesÈ Kildonan

East Kildonan-
Transcona

4L 2688

Source: Winnipeg Land Titles Offíce, Condominium RegistrY
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